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Doctor of Philosophy, 1999 
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Abstract 

This dissertation presents a comparative study of the vowei systems in 37 Mandarin 

languages. 

I examine the phonological vowel inventory in each Ianguage based on evidence from the 

distribution of the surface vowels. The distribution includes where a surface vowel is 

found, and how it relates to other segments in the language. One striking fact which is 

found in d l  the Mandarin languages exarnined is that the vowel /a/ is always able to 

assimilate to a neighboring glide Li], and in some languages to both u] and [w]. Some 

constraints are called for in order to explain the full range of data in Mandarin. These 

constraints include the domain. locality, and structure in /a/ assimilation. the degree of 

structural complexity of cenain segments, the requirement of the Obligatory Contour 

Principle, the structure for the application of certain default mie, and the type of vowel 

sequences that are allowed. These are the fabnc of Mandarin vowels. 

The study is conducted wiihin the framework of the contrastive specification approach 

developed at the University of Toronto. This theory suggests that a vowel is specified for a 

feature either because of its phonological behavior in the language. or because of its 

contrat with other vowels in the laquage. Four types of Mandarin phonological vowel 

inventories have been identified depending on the number of phonemes in each system and 



the way each phoneme is reaiized on the surface. The results of feature specification in each 

language account for the phonology in the language. For instance, in the language 

Chengde, there are two vowels specified for a place feature. Both vowels are triggers of 

place assimilation in the language. Lo the luiguage Harbin, oniy one vowel is specified for 

place feanue. This is aiso the oniy vowel that acts as a trigger in place assimilation in the 

language. In a different approach, say full ~ p e ~ c a t i o n ,  where a vowel is fuiiy specified, 

there would be no explmation for the fact that both vowels acting as the trigger of place 

assimilation in one language whereas only one in the other. 

Mandarin phonological vowel inventories provide insight into the issue of vowel place 

feature markedness. In particular, in the Harbin- type languages , the place feature [Coronal] 

is present in the vowel system; the place feature F b i a l ]  is absent.. [Labial] is less marked 

than [Coronal] at Ielist in these languages. 
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Chapter 1 Introduction 

This thesis is a comparative study of vowel systems in Mandarin languages. There are two 

goals of the thesis. The first is to conduct a detailed study of the sound patterns of selected 

Mandarin languages, focushg on vowel inventories. Such a comparative study of different 

Mandarin vowel systems has not been done before. The second goal of the thesis is to 

examine Mandarin vowel inventories within the theory of contrastive specification, 

showing that the vowel realized as [u] is variable in its patteming across the f d y .  

In this chapter 1 introduce in section 1.1 the group of Mandarin languages to be examineci 

in the thesis. In section 1.2 1 present the outline of the thesis. 

1.1 Mandarin languages under study 

In this section I introduce the Mandarin Ianguages. First a few comments on definitions. 

The term "Chinese" (language) has been used in both broad and narrow senses. 

Linguisticdl y speaking, " Chinese languages" refers to the seven language families spoken 

within China. They are: Wu, Xiang, Gan, Hakka, Min, Yue, and Mandarin. 

Mandatin is the largest family among the seven, in terms of both area and population. 

Mandarin can be funher divided into five linguistic sub-groups: the northem, the 

northwestern, the Jin, the southwestern, and the Jianghuai groups.l When 1 introduce each 

of the Mandarin languages under study in the thesis, I will mention the sub-group each 

belongs to. The geography of the four subgroups will be seen then. 

This classindon is based on Chen and Li 1996. Jin was not treateâ as an independent subgmup in Yuan 

1%0. Recentiy it has been pmposed that Jin is a Ianguage family by itseff, parailel to Mandarin and oitber 

Chinese language families (pe.rsoriai communication with Jenny Wang). 



Most of the data of the langages included in this study corne h m  Chen and Li 1996, a 

book of five volumes, with data on 93 Mandarin languages. The data include the consonant 

and vowel systerns and consonant-vowel cooccurrence sequences in each language 

(volumes 1 and 2), and the pronunciation in the 93 languages of close to 3,000 lexical 

items (volumes 3,4, and 5). My comparative study of the Mandarin vowel systems would 

be impossible without this book 

The Mandarin languages to be exarnined in this thesis are divided into two major groups 

according to the size of the vowel inventory, i.e., four or five-vowel inventories. Four- 

vowel inventories are discussed in Chapter 4. Five-vowel inventories are discussed in 

Chapter 3. Four-vowel inventories c m  be ffurther divided into two types according to the 

inventory shape. The first type includes 12 lmguages with four-vowel inventories. Some 

relevant data is provideci in the table below . 



(1) Mandarin languages with four-vowel inv 
iI 

Languages Mandarin sub-group 
A 

1 Harbin 4 1 Northern 

Heihe Northem 

Changchun Northem 

Northern 

Shenyang Northern 

Dalian Nonhern 

Chifeng Nonhem 

Linhe Jin 

I ‘ïaiwan II Jin l 

Province 

Heilongjiang 

Heilongjiang 

Heilongjiang 

Heilongjiang 

Jilin 

Jilin 

Jüin 

Liaoning 

Liaonin IE 

Inner Mongolia 

Inner Mongolia 

Shanxi 

In the above table, 1 list the Mandarin sub-group each language belongs to, the province 

each Qty is located in, and the population of each city. As we see, most lmguages in this 

type beiong to the northem sub-group, though sorne belong to the Jin sub-group. The 

population of each location/city is given. 1 choose the language Harbin for a case study in 

Chapter 4. See Appendix 3 for the geographicd location of each language. 

The second group includes 19 languages with another type of four-vowel inventory. 1 

provide below relevant information in (2). 



Chengde 7 

Tangshan 

Baoding 

Cangzhou 

Shijiazhuang 

Dandong 

Hailar 

Ling bao 

Y uanyang 

Beijing 
I 

Tianjin 

Yantai 

Mandarin sub-grog 

Northern Hebei 330,000 3 

Northern Hebei 1,410,000 

Northern Hebei 500,000 

Northern Heùei 4.000.000 

Northem 1 Hebei 1 1.070.000 1 
Northem Liaoning 550,000 

Northern Inner MongoLia 160,000 

Northem Henan 580,000 I 

Northern Henan 490,000 I 

Nonhern Beijing 9,180,000 

Northern Tianjin 7,790,000 

Northern S handone 390.000 

Jin 1 Shanxi 1 390.000 1 p 
Tianshui 

Jin 1 Hebei 1 230.000 1 
Jin Hebei 930,000 

North- western Gansu 190,000 1 

North- western Shanxi 370.000 

North-western Xinjiang 430,000 

North-western Xinjiang 960,000 rn 

The languages in (2) belong to three different Mandarin sub-groups, northern, 

nonhwestern, and Jin, and to ten different provinces. Chengde is chosen as the 

representative language for discussion in Chapter 4. See AppendUt 3 for the geographical 

location of each language. 



The third type of Mandarin languages has a five-vowel inventory. These languages include 

Linfen, Jining, Xiangfan, and Yichang, as shown below. 

A case snidy of Linfen is presented in Chapter 3. See Appendix 3 for the geographical 

location of each language. 

The f o h  and last type of Mandarin languages under study includes another set of five- 

vowel inventories. These languages include Wuhm and Tianmen. Some relevant figures 

are given beiow . 

Wuhan is studied in Chapter 3. See Appendix 3 for the geographical location of each 

language. 



1.2 Outline of the thesis 

In Chapter 2 1 lay out the general theoretical fhmework 1 follow in the thesis. 1 adopt the 

contrastive specincation approach (Avery and Rice 1989, Dyck 1992, 1995, Rice 1992, 

1993a,b, 1994, Rice and Avery 1993, Wilson 1993, Rose 1993, Walker 1993, Dresher 

1994, Dresber, Piggott and Rice 1994, Wu 1994, Zhang 1996, among others) for 

analyzing phonological vowel inventories. 1 also adopt the feature geometry approach 

(Clements 1985, 1991, Sagey 1986, van d a  Hulst 1989, Rice and Avery 1991, Odden 

1991, Lahiri and Evers 1991, Goad 199 1, Clements md Hume 1995, among others) as a 

tool to stnicnirally represent specified femmes and phonological processes such as place 

assimilation. h Chapter 2 1 also discuss some assumptions about Mandarin languages, 

which are required for the discussion in Chapters 3 and 4. These inciude assumptions 

about Chinese syllable structure, Mandarin consonant systems, and the stanis of surface 

palatal consonants in Mandarin. 

Chapters 3 and 4 are the laquage chapters. Four types of Mandarin lmguages are 

examined, based on the vowel inventories. Chapter 3 includes two rypes of five-vowel 

inventories and Chapter 4 includes two types of four-vowel inventories. In both chapters 1 

focus on the relationship between phonetic and phonoiogicd vowel inventories, Le., how a 

phonetic inventory is denved h m  a phonological inventory. 

In Chapter 5 1 address the implications of Mandarin vowel inventories for two theoretical 

issues, the procedure of feature specification and markedness relations in vowel 

inventories. 

In Chapter 6, I summarize the major contributions of the thesis. 



Chapter 2 Theoretical framework and assumptions 

In this chapter 1 lay out the theoreticai framework 1 foUow for the present study as weU as 

some assumptions about Mandarin languages that are crucial to the examination of 

Mandarin vowel systems. There are five issues 1 will address and the chapter is organized 

accordingly. The frst two issues relate to the theoretical framework. In section 2.1.1 1 

discuss the idea of contrastive specification. In section 2.1.2 1 discuss the structural 

representations 1 use for specified features, Le., feature geometry. The other three issues 

relate to assumptions about Mandarin languages. In section 2.2.1 1 address Mandarin 

syllable structure. In section 2.2.2 1 discuss the patterns of consonant systems of Mandarin 

languages, in particulu the place feature specifications of consonants. Lastiy in section 

2.2.3 1 consider the status of surface palatal consonants in Mandarin languages. Section 

2.3 concludes the chapter. 

2.1 Theoretical framework 

2.1.1 Contrastive speci fication 

This study results from the Conrrast and Complexity in Phonology project which 1 have 

k e n  workhg on for three years at the University of Toronto (Avery and Rice 1989, Iüce 

1992, 1993a,b, 1994, Rice and Avery 1993, Wilson 1993, Rose 1993, Walker 1993, 

Dresher 1994, Dresher, Piggott and Rice 1994, Wu 1994, Dyck 1992, 1995, Zhang 1996, 

Avery 1996, Hamilton 1996, among others). In this section, I present the contrastive 

specincation approach, a major theme of the project, which 1 pursue in the study. 

Before I lay out the general principles, 1 Uustrate the hmework with two cases. 



The fim language is Afar, a Cushitic language. In this language there are two high vowels, 

fkont [il and back [u]. The vowel [il assimilates to lu], but not the other way round The 

second language is Korean (bah Afar and Korean fkom Rose 1993). In this language there 

are three high vowels, fiont [il, back [u], and centrai Dl. Here the cenaal vowel [i] 

assimilates to finnt [il and to back lu]. In both cases we see an asymmetry in iissimilation. 

This asymmetrical pattern in assimilation can be explained if we assume that vowels are not 

defined by all feams they have phoneticdly, but by the number of vowels in the system. 

In a language Lüte Afar, where there are two high vowels, one feature is suffisent to 

distinguish one from the other. Let us assume that this feanire is Labial; see section 2.1.2. 

The vowei lu/ is given this feature. The vowel /id is not given this feature, meanhg it is not 

Labial, as s h o w  in (1). 

(1) Afar high vowels 

N 

Assuming that mggers are characterized as having features to give, while targets cm 

receive features, the fact that /i/ assimilates to /u/ c m  be explained. It takes on h m  lu/ a 

feature which it does not have. 

In the second language, Korean, there are three high vowels. Two features are suffiCient in 

order to distinguish one nom the other. Let us assume that one feature is Labial, given to 

lu/, and the other feame is Coronal, given to ri. /l/ is left without a feature. 1 show this in 

(2). 



(2) Korean high vowels 

Dl Cul 

[Coronal] &abiall 

This tirne since /ü does not have any feature, it is eligible to take on f e a m s  from /i/ and 

h m  /LI/. 

Comparing the two languages, the vowel N deserves comment This same vowel is defined 

differently in the two languages, since the inventory shapes are different in the two 

languages. The vowel /i/ does not have a feature phonologically in Afar but has one in 

Korean. This difference in underlying representation predicts nicely that fil acts as a target 

in Afar (without a feature), but as a migger in Korean (with a feanire). This representational 

approach ailows for systematic differences in patterning that are related to systematic 

differences between inventories to be ûccounted for in a saaightfmard and non-stipuiative 

way. 

Above I have shown with two Imguage cases the motivation of the contrastive specification 

approach I pursue in the smdy. One rnight ask the foilowing questions regarding the above 

example. How do we determine how many features are needed for a two-high-vowel 

system and how many features are needed for a three-high-vowel system? How do we 

decide to give the f e a m  Labid to lu/ in Afar, but to give the fatures Coronal and Labial to 

T i  and /u/, respectively , in Korean? 

In accordance with ideas developed in works such as Avery and Rice 1989, Rice 1992, 

1993a,b, 1994, Rice and Avery 1993, Dyck 1992, 1995, Wilson 1993, Rose 1993, 

Walker 1993, Dresher 1994, Dresher, Piggon and Rice 1994, Wu 1994, and Zhang 1996, 

among others, 1 assume that the feanires required to charactenze a segment, vowel or 



consonant, are determined by the following two factors: (1) the number of contrasts in the 

system; (2) the phonology of the language. 1 explain these two principles next. 

First, how many feature(s) a segment carries depends on the number of contrasts in the 

systern. 1 take high vowels as examples for iliusaarion. If there is only one high vowel in a 

system, this vowel does not contrast with another segment at its height. In other words, the 

vowel does not conast in place (front vs. centnl vs. back) with another segment. in this 

case no place feanue needs to be specified on this vowel. However, if there are two high 

vowels in a system, say a front one /i/ and a back one lu/, one place feature is required to 

distinguish between the two. That is, either a front place feature (assuming [Coronal]) 

couid be specified on ri, or a b x k  place feanve (assuming [Labial]) could be specified on 

/u/, but not both. Further, in a rhird situation, if we add one more high vowel, we have a 

Front one /i/, a central one N, and a back one /u/. Now two place feanires are needed to 

dis~guish between the three. Assuming that central place does not involve a place feature 

(e.g., Clements 199 1, Rose 1993, Wdker 1993, S teriade L995, and Rice 1995), the front 

/i/ is specified wilh the place feature Coronai and the back /u/ is specified with the place 

feature Labial. 

Thus specincation is a relative issue. The status of a segment in a system is relative to other 

segments in the system. If the system involves fewer contrasts, fewer features are required 

for the purpose of specification. On the other hand, if a system involves more segments, 

more features are required for conmsts. 

The second factor that determines feature specifications is pa~eming within the language. 1 

COQ MU^ with high vowels as examples. Above 1 have mentioned a situation in which then 

are two high vowels in the system, /id and /u/. Only one place f e a m  is needed in order to 

dis~guish  between the two. The question is: how is that f e a m  detexmined? 1 claim that it 



is necessq to tum to phonological patternhg to see which member of the pair is acmaily 

selected for specification. Below 1 give a few hypothetical situations. 

First, if, in a language, the vowel lu/ is found to trigger round h m o n y  whereas the vowel 

/i/ is not found to participate in any phonological activities. we may conclude that /u/ shoukl 

be specified with a place feature Labial since this feature is active in the phonology. f i ,  on 

the other hand, does not need to be specifed for place underlyingiy since its place feature is 

inert in the language. In this case vowel h m o n y  helps to detemiine specification. 

Second, if, in a laquage, the front vowel / i /  triggers fronting of schwa, whereas the back 

vowel /u/ does not migger backing of schwa, this suggests that f i  should be speded with 

a place feature since this feature is active in the phonology. lu/ is not specified with a place 

fearure since this feature is inen in the language. In this second case, assimilation panerning 

helps to determine specification. 

In a diird situation, if in a language the vowel /i/ is the vowel that is deleted in a certain 

environment while /LI/ remains, this might provide evidence that /ï/ is a less marked vowel 

than /u/ and so is left unspecified for the place feature.2 In this case the phonological 

process of deletion helps to determine specification. See Rose 1993 for discussion of 

relevant languages. 

Above 1 have discussed two factors that determine the feanue specifications of segments. 

Next 1 use a simple [i, u, a] three-vowel inventory to show how these two factors work 

toge ther. 

2~ use the term "might" here since deletion of a segment can also be caused by other factors. for insfanœ, 

the position of a segment. 



(3) Phonetic vowel inventory of [i, u. a] 
7 

Suppose, as above, that in a laquage both of the two phonetic high vowels [il and [u] are 

found to be active phonologically, Qgering fronting and rounding respecrively. Thus both 

vowels need to be spesied with place features. The vowel [il is specified with Coronal, 

and [u] with [Labial]. The third vowel [a] is Ieft unspecified for any feature since the three 

vowels have already been contrasted from each other. Notice al1 three vowels are 

unspecified for height feature, which means they can be regarded as at the same 

phonologicai height. 1 show the resulting phonological system in (4). Note that place is 

illustrated on the horizontal axis; height will be marked on the vertical axis (see (5). for 

instance). 

(4) Phonologicd inventory of /i, u ,  a/: with Coronal specified on fd and Labial on /u/ 
I 1 

However, the same phonetic three-vowel inventory could difTer in tems of phonological 

behavior. 1 show a few more possibilities below, each with the results of specincation. 

(5)  Only Coronal active in p 

Corond 0 
fV /u/ 



In this case only the vowel /i, is active in the p honology, Say, by triggerhg f r o n ~ g .  The 

vowel /u/ is inert. Thus /i/ is specified with a place feame Coronal. The 0 t h  two vowels 

/a/ and /II/ can be M e r  dishnguished by a height feature, say, Low on /a/? 

(6) Only Labiai active in phonology 
I 

0 Labial 
ri/ /u/ 

This is a mirror image of the case in (5). In this language only the vowel /II/ is active in the 

phonology, say, by mggenng rounding harmony. The vowel fil is inen. Thus /u/ is 

specified with a place feature Labial. The other two vowels /a/ and /i/ can be further 

distinguished by a height feature, again, Say, Low on /a/. 

In showing the above different scenarios, I have made the following daim ngarding the 

ordering of the two basic factors that determine feanire ~ p e ~ c a t i o n s  of a system (see also 

Dresher 1998). That is, first, look for phonological patteniing, if any, in the language, and 

decide which feature should be assigned. Then, if necessary, look at contrasts in the 

system, and decide what other feanires are funher needed. As we see, in (4), both place 

features Coronal and Labiai are selected because both are active. No height feanire is 

necessary in this case. In (S), the place feame Coronal is chosen because it is active. The 

height feature Law is selected to further distinguish the rest of the segments in the system. 

If Labial had been selected here, there would be no explmation for the asymmetry in the 

patterning of place features. In (6), the place feature Labial is chosen because it is active. 

3 ~ e  might fmd some patternhg of Low in the phonology. The nsult of specification would be the same. 

13 



Further, as in (S ) ,  the height feanire Low is chosen to further distinguish the other 

seagnents in the system? 

In Chapter 4,1 will show that in Mandarin languages such as Harbin only the front vowel 

(written as /U) triggers place assimilation, while in other Mandarin languages such as 

Chengde, both the front vowel and the back vowel (wntten as /El and /O/ respectively) 

uigger place assimilation. These patterns are captured by the conirasrive specification 

approach as presented above. That is, in Harbin, only the front vowel is specified with a 

place feanire. Thus only the front vowel acts as a trigger of place assimilation. In Chengde, 

both the front and the back vowels are specified with a place feature. Thus both vowels act 

as a trigger of place assimilation. These pattems would be difficult to explain under a 

different approach, Say, full specification, in which case the assimilation niles would have 

to refer to specific place features (Coronal only in Harbin and Coronal and Labial in 

Chengde) and so is stipulative. 

*Ihere is one more possibility which I do not excludr. 

Corond 1 ' j l  1 
Suppose in ths system al1 three vowels /if. lu/, and /a/ are found to be active in the phonology. For 

instance. /il uiggers front assimilation; /u/ niggers rounding assimilation; /id mggen Low harmony. Thus 

dl  duee vowels are specified with a feoture: Coronai on IV, Labial on /u/. and Low on /a/. In this case the 

number of phonological patterns (3) is larger than the nurnber of feanires required (2) to c o n w t  the three 

vowels. In other words, the minimal number of contrasts (of features) could be violated, but only when 

is a larger number of phonological patterns in the language. This possibility, however, is not found in 

the Mandarin languages under study. 



Notice that in the above discussion 1 have taiked about selecting one feature befm another, 

with the selection of one f e a m  limiting funher possible choices (also see Dresher 1998). 1 

wili use the word "ordering" in discussing this notion. Thus, in (4), the place features are 

selected, or ordered fist, while in (S), the place feature Coronal is selected foilowed by the 

height feature Low. 1 will Say that place is ordered before height in (4), and vice versa in 

(5). It has ken raised as a hypothesis of the Contrast and Complexity project whether then 

is a fixed ordering of features that determines the domain of specification (see Waiker 

1993, Dyck 1995, Zhang 1996, Dresher 1998, among others). For instance, Walker 1993 

suggests an ordering of height features pnor to place feaiures, and within height features 

Low pnor to High, within place features Labial prior to Coronal. Zhmg 1996, based on 

evidence h m  Manchu-Tungus languages, argues that an alternative ordering of place 

features is possible, with Coronai chosen before Labial. It is one of the major goals of the 

thesis to show that a fixed hienrchy cannot meet the needs of different languages. Rather 

the specific phonology of the specific Ianguage determines the ordering of features in the 

specification procedure. 1 wiU explore this idea in more derail in section 5.1 of Chapter 5. 

There is one more issue that 1 would like to raise here reguding the contrastive 

specification approach. As we see, under this approach, only some phonetic features are 

present in phonology, either because these features are active in the language or because 

they serve to make contrasts in the system. Thus an important question is the foUowhg: 

how does a paniaily specified segment surface? I assume thar the features not represented 

in the phonology are spelled out on the surface by universal default d e s ,  Le., niles that 

apply to languages in general under normal conditions. For instance, in (4), front and back 

vowels are specified for place, and no vowels are marked phonologicdy for height Yet 

phoneticdy these features are requkd. 1 discuss the details of the default d e s  in Chaptm 

3 and 4. 



2.1.2 Feature geometry: structural representrtions of feoture specifications 

1 assume feature geomeay for place and height as a way to stnicturaüy represent feature 

specifications. FoUowing the featwe geometry found in works such as Clements 1985, 

Sagey 1986, van der Hulst 1989, Clements 1991, Rice and Avery 1991, Odden 1991, 

Lahiri and Evers 1991, Goad 1991, and Clements and Hume 1995, among others, 1 

assume the following f e a ~  geomeay tree: 

(7) Assumed feanire geometry (place and vowel height) 

//\\ 
Labial Coronal Dorsal V d c  

1 1  n 
Labial Coronal Dorsal High Low 

The me above represents place features of both consonants and vowels and height feanires 

of vowels. Vowel feanires include place features, which are under the V-place node, and 

height feanires, whic h are under the Apemire node. Funher, 1 assume Labial (for round), 

Coronal (for front), and Dorsal (for brick) for vowel place feanires, and High and Low for 

vowel heigbt feanires. 1 point out here that the place f e a m  Dorsal is used rriinimally in the 

study; it does not appev in the underlying representations of the vowels. This is because 1 

assume that ail the back (Dorsal) vowels in the languages under study are phonologically 

round (Labial). I thus use Labial, not Dorsal, as the underlying place feature (if necessary 

at all) of these back vowels. For consonant features, for the purpose of the thesis, 1 focus 

on place feanilcs, ignoring aspects such as manner and voicing. Notice that vowels and 

consonants have the sarne set of place features (e.g., Clements 1991, Clements and Hume 



1995). 1 also assume that a l i  fearures are privative (Avery and Rice 1989, Rice and Avery 

199 1, S teriade 1995, among others). 

There is one specifk comment on place feanires of centrai vowels such as A/, /a/, and /a/. 1 

assume that central vowels such as W. /a/, and /a/ are unspecified for place feanires, and 

thus have no articulator node and so are not specified Mth any place feature (e.g., 

Clements 1991, Rose 1993, Walker 1993, S teriade 1995, and Rice 1995). 

2.2 Assumptions about Mandarin languages 

There are some basic assumptions about Mandarin languages in genenl which directiy 

relate to the study of vowel systems in these languages. These assumptions include: 

Mandarin syliable structure, patterns of consonant systems in Mandvin languages, and the 

status of surface palatal consonants. I discuss these next. 

2.2.1 Mandarin syllable structure 

In Mandarin languages, the status of a vowel often depends on the syilable position it 

appean in. For instance, what 1 will cal1 high vowels have a dual syllabic stanis, occurring 

as a vowel when syhbified in a nucleus and as a glide when syllabified in an onset or 

coda. Thus, discussion of vowels requires reference to syllable positions. In this section 1 

give my assurnp rions about sy Uabifica tion in Mandarin languages in general. 

1 assume the following generd syllnbification process, which can be found in works such 

as Steriade 1982, and Levin 1985, among others: 



(8) SyUabification process 

(a) The most sonorous segment projects the nucleus; 

(b) Segments preceding the nucleus go in the onsec 

(c) Segments following the nucleus go in the coda; 

(d) The nucleus and the coda fom the rime; the rime and the onset fomi the syllable. 

There are wo points 1 want to address here. First is step (a): how is the most sonorous 

segment determined? It is generally assumed that vowels are more sonorous than 

consonants (see, for instance, Kenstowicz 1994: 254-255). Among vowels, it has k e n  

suggested that low vowels are more sonorous than non-low vowels, and mid vowels are 

more sonorous than high vowels (e.g., Selkirk's 1984 sononty index, Wu 1994). This 

yields the foUowing sononty hierarchy: low vowelsxnid vowels>high vowels~consonants 

(> more sonorous). There are two further questions which are related to my study. First, 

what happens when there are two vowels at the same height, Say two rnid vowels /e/ and 

/a/? Following Wu 1994 on Beijing Manduin, 1 assume that a segment specified with a 

place fenture is less sonorous than a segment unspecified for a place feature. Thus /a/ is 

considered more sonorous than /e/.  Given a sequence /a/, then, the schwa will fom the 

nucleus, and /e/ must go in a non-nuclear position. Second, what happens when two 

vowels at the same height, Say /e/ and /O/, are both specified with a place feature? The 

evidence in the Mandarin languages to be examined in Chapter 3 suggests that the round 

vowel is more sonorous and thus goes in the nucleus. 

The second point I want to address is: what does the syllable structure deriving from steps 

(a-d) look like in Mandarin languages? In other words, what are the specific s t n i c d  

requirements for Onset, Nucleus, and Coda in these languages? Duanmu 1990 examined 

the "initial" and "final" (roughly corresponding to "onset" and "rime" respectively) 

inventories of eight Chinese languages coming from eight laquage famiües (which cover 



ail Chinese language families; Manduin is one of the eight families) and proposed a 

unifonn syllable structure for Chinese langages in general, as shown in (9).5 

0 

A 
Onset Rime 

I A 
1 Nucleus Coda 
1 I 1 

m X X 

The structure in (9) requires that there is only one (and no more than one) timing dot (X) 

for each of the threa positions, Onset, Nucleus, Coda. That is, none of them cm have a 

branching structure, as shown in (10). 

(10) Non-branching onset, nucleus, and coda 

*Onset 'Nucleus 'Coda 

A f i  
X X X X X X 

Suppose now that a morpheme contains a sning with two vowels where the f int  one is 

hi@, Duanmu proposed that the high vowel shares the slot with the onset consonant and 

serves as secondvy articuktion on the c~nsonant,~ as expressed below. 

5~ dl ihis structure the Man& syliable stnictm for the ptirposes of the thesis. 

h e r e  are diffenot Mews with respect to this. Fu 1989 and Bao 1990 propose chat the onset can branch in 

m e  C h i n a  languages. Wu 1994 brings evidence h m  /r/ suffixation in Mandarin to suppt Duanrnu. 1 

fallow Duanmu in bis snidy. The intemted reader is referred to these warks far argamerus. 



(1 1) Onset consonant with secondary articulation in Mandarin 

As shown in (9), the onset is optional. In other words, onsetless syilables are allowed in 

Chinese. 

Finally, consider the structure of the rime. Notice that both a nucleus and a coda are 

required: the syiiable is obligatorily bimoraic. 

Two further comrnents are required on the Mandarin syllable template in (9). First, this 

structure with an obligatory bnnching rime is rquired when the syllable has a regular tone, 

i.e., Tones 1, 2, 3, and 4 in Mandarin; it is not found with a neutral-tone syilable (where 

the requirement on branchingness of the rime is relaxed). This point will be illustrateci in 

Chapten 3 and 4 when 1 discuss the vowel /a/. Second, (9) is a surface template. The 

bimoraic requirement of the rime holds only at the surface level, not at the point of 

syilabification, where the rime may contain only a single element. This point wil l  also be 

discussed in detail in Chapters 3 and 4. 

There is one M e r  question funher related to (9): what are the segments that can be 

syliabifed in each syiiable position? I presen t the distribution below. 



(12) Segments sy1laMe.d in each syllable position in Mandarin 

d 

Onset Rime 

n 
Nucleus Coda 

consonants, j, w any vowel j, w, n, IJ 

The segments syllabifieci in the onset cm be a consonant or a &de, Lj] or [w] (these glides 

derive £rom underlying vowels; see Chapter 3). When both a consonant and a glide are 

present in the onset, the @ide foms a secondary articulation on the consonant. Any vowel 

can be syllabified in the nucleus. The coda can contain a glide, u] or [w] (derived from a 

vowel), or a nasal, [n] and/or [q] (inventory depending on the laquage). 

Duuirnu argued that the syllable structure in (9) is also supported by diminutive 

suffixational processes and by cooccurrence resmctions on labials in different Chinese 

languages. The reader is referred to his work for details. 1 assume the syllable srn icm in 

(9) for the Mandarin languages to be exvnined in the thesis. 

To summarize this section on Mandarin syllable structure, 1 assume that Mandarin surface 

syilable structure requires a non- branching onset, nucleus, and coda Whiie the nucleus and 

coda are obligatory on the surface, the onset is optional. 1 have shown the segments that 

cm be syllabified in each position. Further, the rime has to be bimoraic on the surface, but 

not necessarily on syllabifkation. 

2.2.2 Mandarin consonant systems 

Consonants interact with vowels in Mandarin languages. Thus, discussion of vowels 

requires a discussion of consonants. Consonant system in Mandarin languages are quite 



simiiar, d i f f e ~ g  only in some minor ways. In this section 1 introduce the Mandarin 

consonant systems. In particular, I focus on the place feanires of the consonants, since 

only place features are relevant to the discussion of vowels in later chapters. 

In Mandarin langunges, there are two major types of consonant systems based on the 

critenon of place. One type involves a five-place system, and the other type a six-place 

system. I show the difference below. 

(13) Five-place vs. six-place consonant systems in Mandarin 
4 

An examination of the chart in (13) reveals that the two Ianguage types ciiffer only in the 

presence vs. absence of renoflex consonants. In Chapters 3 and 4 1 wiii show that this 

difference leads directly to the presence vs. absence of the surface vowel [il in the two 

types of languages. 

Language type 

Type 1 

Twe II 

Next 1 discuss the place fertures of each consonant type. First, 1 assume that labial 

consonants are spedied with the femme Labial and dorsal consonants are specified with 

the feature Dorsal, as in (14). 

PIace of articulation 

Labial 

Labial 

Mveolar 

Alveolar 

Dental 

Dental 

0 

Retroflex 

Paiami 

Palatal 

Dorsal 

Dorsal 



(14) Place features of labial and dorsal consonants 

labials dorsals 

Rt Rt 
I I 

C-Place C-Place 

I 1 

Labial Dorsal 

The alveolars, dentals, and remflexes are al1 coronal consonants. I assume Coronal is the 

unmarked place feature for consonants (e.g. Kean 1975; Avery & Rice 1989; papers in 

Paradis & Pxunet 1991). However, the three types of coronal consonants need to be 

contrasted. 1 assume bat while alveolars are plain coronals, dentals and retroflexes have a 

dependent node (Dental and Retmflex respectively) under Coronal. Accorciing to the Node 

Activation Condition as proposed by Avery and Rice 1989, when a node dependent on 

Coronal cornes into play, the Coronal node has to appear in a plain coronal, even though 

coronai is the unmarked place feature. I repeat the NAC below: 

(1 5) Node Activation Condition (NAC) (Avery and Rice 1989: 1 83) 

If a secondary content node is the sole distinguishing feature between two 

segments, then the pnmary feature is activated for the segments distinguished. 

Active nodes musc be present in underlying representation. 

I show the place fature representations of the three types of coronal consonants below. 



(16) Place feanire representations of the three types of coronal consonants in Mandarin 

alveolars 
Rt 
I 

C-place 
1 

Coronal Coronal, 
1 I 

Dental Retroflex 

There is one more consonant type to be discussed, Le., palarals. 1 propose that surface 

pdatals in Mandarin are underlyingly dorsal consonants realized on the surface with 

palatalization (see Wu 1994, among others, for a similar proposal). I address this issue 

riext. 

2.2.3 Status of surface palatal consonants in Mandarin 

One striking phenomenon in Mandarin ianguages is that palatal consonants are always 

found in complementary distribution widi dorsal consonants. It is this distributional pattern 

as well as assumptions about syllable markedness that Iead me to propose that surface 

palatais in Mandarin are derived from underlying dorsrls in the environment of a front 

vowel. This proposal has frequently been made in the Chinese literanire; see, for instance, 

Chao 1968, Hsueh 1985, Lin 1989, and Wu 1994 for discussion. 1 take one Mandarin 

language, Wuhan, as an example and show this. 

The distributional patterns of consonant-vowel sequences of Wuhan are presented in four 

tables. First a few comments are needed on the tables. Table 1 is a phonetic table which 

shows the consonants at the different places of articulation (rows) and thc rimes bat  occur 

with each of these consonants (columns). Tables 2,3, and 4 differ Çom Table 1 in that the 

consonants heading the rows in Table 1 each take on a secondary articulation. That is, the 

rows are headed by consonants with palatalization in Table 2, by consonants with 



labialization in Table 3, and by consonants with both palatalization and labialization in 

Table 4. 

There is one point 1 want to address here about the four tables which is crucial for my 

arguments of the status of surface palatals. Table 1 consists of CV(G/N) syiiables 

(C=consonuii; V=vowel; G=glide; N=nasal). Tables 2 and 3 consist of CGV(G/N) 

syllables. Table 4 consists of CGGV(G/N) syllables.' If we ignore the final (G/N) part 

which is found in al1 three syllable types and compare CV, CGV, and CGGV, there exists 

the following implicationai relationship: the existence of CGGV syllables implies the 

existence of CGV syllables, and the existence of CGV syllables implies the existence of CV 

syllables (see B levins 1995: 2 17 for discussion of such implicationid relations hips). One 

can equate implication with rnvkedness (see Tmbetzkoy 1939, Greenberg 1966, Steriade 

1995, Blevins 1995, and Hamilton 1996, among others). implicationai relationships are 

ofien used in the literature for determining markedness: an irnplied structure is less marked 

than one that implies it. Thus, CV syllables are less marked than CGV syllables, and CGV 

syllables are less marked than CGGV syllables. 1 assume that the syllables in Table 1, 

which consists of CV(G/N) syllables, are less marked than those of Tables 2 and 3, which 

consist of CGV(G/N) syllables, and the syllables of Tables 2 and 3 are less rnarked than 

those of Table 4, which consists of CGGV(G/N) syllables. This markedness hiervchy 

wodd suggest the following implicational relanonship beween the four tables: a segment 

appearing in Table 2 or 3 is expected to appear in Table 1; a segment appearing in Table 4 is 

expected to appear in Tables 1,2, and 3. Next I go through the four tables of distributions. 

1 start with Table 1. 

'The two prenuclear @des coalesce into one segment [y] on the surfxe. 1 discuss rhis point in &tail in 

Chapter 3, section 3.13. 





In Table 1, we can see that palatals occur only with front vowels ([il or [ü]; in Chapter 3 1 

WU show that [ü] is actually the surface realization of two high vowels [il and [u]); velars 

never appear with these vowels. This distribution is also found in the other three tables. In 

other wads, palntals and velars are in complementary distribution. If palatals are treated as 

independent consonants, it is hard to explain why systematic gaps (see the four rows 

headed by paiatals) are not found with the other consonants, but with palatals only. If 

palatals are trerited as velars which are palatalized by the high front vowel [il, the gaps in 

the four rows disappear. Also, the only syliables we find with palatals are dways followed 

by high front vowels, such as [ti], [Oin], [ ~ ü ] ,  and [ ~ ü n ] .  These fit exactly in the gaps in 

the four rows headed by velars, which othenvise would have to be left as accidental. Thus 

the complementary disnibution of palatais and velars is the first piece of evidence that 

palatals are underlying velars. 

Next 1 go through Table 2. 





Ia Table 2, palatalization appem with a l i  consonants (including palatds) except v e h  (e.g. 

*[Id]) and dentals (e.g. *[ta]). The lack of segments such as *[dl can be treated as a 

complexity constraint in Wuhan and is discussed in detail in Chapter 3, section 3.1.3. 

However, the hck of segments such as *w] is hard to explin, especiidy ~ 0 n ~ i d e ~ g  that 

pdatalization is a very common process with velv consonants in languages of the world. 

Moreover, if we assume that the presence of palatals implies the presence of veiars, we 

cannot explain why palatal consonants can fil1 in many cells in the more marked Table 2 

without filling in the conesponding cells in the less marked Table 1. If surface palatals are 

mated as underlying velus palatdized by the high front vowel [il, the gaps in rows headed 

by velars in Table 2 as well as the markedness problem for surface palatals would all 

disappear. 

Next 1 go through Tables 3 and 4. 



Table 3 Syiiables headed by consonants with labialization 



Table 4 Syiiables headed by consonants with both palatalization and labialization 



In Table 3, ody velars and dentals take labialization, and in Table 4, only palatals take both 

palatalization and hbialintion. Again the markedness problem exists: paiatals do not show 

up in the less marked Table 3, but do in the more rnarked Table 4. Similarly such a problem 

would disappear if palatds are treated as underlying velars with coronal secondary 

articulation. 

Based on the complementary distribution of palatals and velars, and on syllable 

markedness, 1 conclude that surface palûtals are underlying velars. Here 1 do not go into 

detail about how velus with a coronal secondary articulation surface as palatals. The 

interested rerider is referred to Wu 1994, section 3.2 for detads. 

2.3 Conclusion 

In this chapter 1 have outlined the theoretical framework 1 follow as weil as some basic 

assumptions about Mandarin languages that relate to the smdy of vowel systems. In 

particular, 1 have presented the conaastive specification approach 1 pursue in the snidy. I 

have adopted fenture geometry to snvcturally represent specifications. I have assumeci that 

the Mandarin surface syllable template requires ;in obligatory binary-branchùig rime and an 

optionai single-slot onset. In the next chapters I argue that contrastive specincation 

accounts for distributional facts of Mandarin vowel systems in a simple and elegant way. 

While I survey the full vowel system, I focus in pmicuiar on the Merent patterns that 

Mandarin languages show with respect to the feanire F b i a l ] .  In alI languages [Coronal] is 

active phonologically. In some languages, pabial] is an active feature phonologically, 

while in others it is not. 1 argue that contrastive specification ailows for exactly this type of 

asymmetry between [Coronal] and [Labial] with the difference between the languages in 

terms of the patteming of &abid] depending on whether it is specified phonoiogically or 

not. 



Chapter 3 Mandarin five-vowel inventories 

In this chapter 1 examine Mandarin languages with five-vowel inventories. 1 have selected 

for discussion two representahve languages, Wuhan and Linfen. 1 will show in particular 

how two identical phonologicd vowel inventories cm be reaiized in different ways on the 

surface. in section 3.1 I examine the phonological vowel inventory of Wuhan. In section 

3.2 1 examine the phonological vowel inventory of Linfen. Io section 3.3 I draw a 

conclusion for the chapter. 

3.1 Wuhan 

3.1.1 Consonant inventory 

First 1 provide the consonant system of the language, both phonetic and phonological. The 

data for Wuhan corne from Zhu 1992 tuid Chen & Li 1996. 

(1) Phonetic consonants of Wuhan 

(2) Phonological consonants of Wuhan 

' Stoos and I -am 

1 [+asPl 

Labial 1 Alveolar 
D I t  ' r. 

Dental 
ts 

f 

I 
1 

Velar 
k 

t' ts' 
S 

k ' 
1 

X 



The arguments that surface paiatals are not underlyingly present but are denved and the 

place specifications of each type of consonants are discussed in Chapter 2 and are not 

repeated. 

3.1.2 Vowel inventory: phonetic 

Next 1 introduce the vowel systern. Tne surface vowel inventory is given below. 

The vowel [il requires some discussion, together with [t], which does not exist in Wuhan 

but is found in the other languages soon M, be discussed. In the traditional Chinese 

literanire (Cheng 1973; Xu 1980; Wang 1985; Lin 1989, among others), [il and [il are 

cded "apical vowels" (Ladefoged and hIaddieson 1996 caU them "ficative vowels"). Their 

articulation involves the tip of the longue. Areiculatonly, [il and [t] are regardeci as vocalic 

continuation of the apical (dental and reaoflex) consonants. In other words the existence of 

these two vowels totally depends on the consonants. In this thesis 1 adopt the naditional 

treatrnent of these vowefs. In Wuhan dental consonants but not retroflexes are found. Thus 

only [il is found, as the continuation of a dentai consonant 

(3) Phonetic vowel inventory of Wuhang 

8Thxe are two vowels which are not inctuded in this char& [cl and [a]. These two vowels are described in 

Zhu 1992 but are not îîsted in Chen & Li 1996. Accordhg to Zhu 1992, these vowels only occur in r- 

sufnxed words. Thrit is, they are only found in Iexidy derived environrnents. More specifically, wben the 

suffix -r is aaached to a stem, it causes changes in the vowel of the stem, creating the two vowels. The two 

vowels do not affect my anaiysis of the phonologid vowel inventory of Wuhan, and 1 do not include them 

in my discussion. 

L 

I 

High 
' Mid 
lhw 

Front Central 
Unrounded 
1 

a 
a 

Unrounded 
i 
e 

Rounded 
ü 

Back 
Unrounded Rounded 

I 

Y 
u 
O . 



Lastly, unlike the other surface vowels, 1 argue that the front rounded vowd [ü] is not 

denved from a single vowel. 1 will argue later that this vowel is a complex vowel, which 

cornes h m  the coalescence of the vowels [il and [u]. 

The other surface vowels in the table are saaightfimvard and need no more comment Now 

I tum to establishing the phonological vowel inventory of Wuhan. 

Based on the distributional patterns of the vowels in table (3), 1 propose that the Wuhan 

vowel system denves from the following five phonologicd vowels, shown in structurai 

temis: 

(4) Proposed phonological vowel inventory of Wuhan 

V-Place 
A 

Aperture 

A 
V-Place Aperture 

A 
V-Place Aperture 

I 
Labial 

Low 

I wil l  refer to these vowels as /E/, etc., as indicated by the vowel above the structure. In 

this system there is a h n t  vowel /Eh carrying the feanire Coronal, a high central vowel /l/, 



carxying High, a mid central vowel /a/, with no features, a mid back vowel /O/, marked 

Labial, and a low centrai vowel /a/, marked Low. The vowel that 1 call N here generally 

surfaces as [il; see section 3.1.3.1 for discussion. 

Now 1 go through the distributional parterns of the vowels in Wuhan and show why 1 

propose the above p honological vowel inven tory, and how the underlying represen tations 

map to the surface representations. Since there are two aspects of vowel features involved, 

place features and height feanires, 1 discuss them separately. 1 first justify the place 

spe~cations. For reference to full vowel inventories, see Appendix 2. 

3.1.3 Place speci fications 

1 propose that the front vowel IEJ is specified with the place feanire Coronal and the back 

vowel /O/ is specified with the feature Labid. 1 also propose thût the other three centrai 

vowels /i/, /a/, and /a/ are unspecified for place (see section 2.1.2 of Chapter 2 for this 

assumption). 1 repeat the place specificûtions of the five vowels. See section 3.1.4 for 

discussion of height features. 

(5) Place specfications of Wuhan vowels 

/E' /O/ 
Rt Rt 
I I 

V-Place V-Place 
I I 

Coron al Labial 

First of all, 1 show how the five proposed phonological vowels in (4) surface as the 

phonetic vowels in (3). 



(6) How phonological vowels surface in Wuhan 

/E/ --> [il afier a dental consonant 

[il elsewhere 

/y --> [u] (assimilation in nucleus, default Labial in onset and coda) 

/O /--> [el foiiowing or preceding glide b] 

[Y] in open syllable but not following glide u] 
[a] elsewhere 

/O/--> [O] 

a -  [a] 

Recall &om Chapter 2 that there are two factors that trigger the underlying presence of a 

feature. One factor is that language-particular phonological behavior requires that the 

f e a m  be present and the other factor is that the conmsts in the system force the feame to 

be present. By examining how each of the proposed underlying vowels surfaces, 1 will 

jusafy the overall place conuasa in the system as weil as the activeness of certain place 

feature(s) in the system. Next I examine the five vowels one by one, starting from surface 

high vowels. 

3.1.3.1 /E/ --> [il, [il 

The vowel /E,/ has two surface forms, [il and [il. The distribution of [il is very limite& as 

shown in (7). The tables showing distribution are al1 presented as follows. The fKst 

column shows the consonants at the different places of articulation. The top row of each 

table shows the full set of rimes in w hich the vowel under discussion appears. These are 

sometimes given in the underlying fom (enclosed in slashes), and sometimes in surface 

form (no brackets). The syllabification in the foilowing tables, and in tables thereafter, 

follows the Mandarin syllable smctures as discussed in section 2.2.1 of Chapter 2- R e d  

that /E/ generally sdaces  as a high vowel; see section 3.14. 



(7) Distribution of [il 

mat is, [il is only found in the nucfear position in on open syilnble following a dental 

comonant. It is in complementary distribution with anther vowel [il. It is easier to present 

the disaibution of [il according to the syllable position it appears in. Below I show how [il 

is distributeci in the nucleus, the onset, and the coda positions? 

%en N occurs in the onset or the coda, Le.. Be non-nucleus. it is a @ide and so is wriuen 07. Further, 

when it occurs in the onset with a preceding consonant, it is a seconâary articuiation on this consonant and 

is written as a superscripted IjJ. 



(8) Distribution of [il 

fil apoears in the nucleu 

In tables (8B) and (8C), while the heading column gives underlying foms, the heacîing 

row gives surface forms. Later discussion will reveal their underlying forms. Recail h m  

Chapter 2 that when /E/ precedes another vowel it is syliab5ed as a secondary afpcuiation 

on the onset and when it foiiows mother vowel it is syllabified in the coda. Systematic 

gaps are discussed later in this section. 



systematic gaps 



As shown in (SA), when [il is in the nucleus, it occurs with a l l  the other consonantal places 

of articulation except dental consonants. It is in complementary distribution with the vowel 

[il, which only occurs in the nucleus following a dental consonant. For this reason, 1 m t  

[il and [il as nvo surface foms of one p honeme /El. /E/ surfaces as [il afier a dental 

consoaant as a result of assimilation, as shown in (9).The vowel /E/ is specified with the 

place feature Corond (to be exarnined next). In the denvations here and throughout, (a) 

shows the proposed underlying fom, (b) the form after syllabificatïon, and (d) the surface 

fom that results due to the application of phonological rules. I assume that syllabification 

takes place at an early stage, before phonological rules. As we shall see further, 

phonological processes in Mandarin languages need to refer to syllable positions. 

(9) How N surfaces as [il after a dental consonant 
(a) Underlying /BE/ 

Coronal Coronal 
I 

Dental 

(b) After syllabification 

Coronal Coronal 
I 

Dental 



(d) Lengthening of /E/ 

n 
Rime 

Coronal Coronal 
L-'- 

Dental 

(e) Surface: [ta] ("son") 

Above after /ts/ spreads its place feature onto /E/, /E/ is lengthened to take both timing dots 

of the rime, so as to meet the surface syliable structure requkement in Mandarin. Hence 

[ta]. I foilow the Mandarin practice in w r i ~ g  these surface lengthened vowels with a 

single vowel; so [ta] is realIy [ts:]. 

l0Afte? spreading, the default de of inserting High applies to /E/. 1 address I point in section 3.1.4. 
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The distribution of the rwo surface f o m  of /E/ in the nucleus is summarized in (10). 

(1 0) Distribution of [il and [il in 

To surnmarize the vowel JE/, thi 

sdace v&ants of / '  

as [il only when it is syllabified in the 

the nucleus as two 

.s vowel is realized I 

nucleus and follows a dental consonant, and is a result of place assimilation. In 

environmenu other than this, /E/ is realized as [iy[j]. /E/ is specified with the place feature 

Coronal. Later on when 1 discuss the mid central vowel /a/, 1 will show that Coronal is 

specified because it is active in phonological patterning. 

1 now turn to the cells that 1 have labeled systematic gaps in (8B) and (8C). Sequences such 

as *[dl (in 8b) and *[pW] (in 8c) are missing in Wuhan. 1 propose that these gaps are 

systematic and can be explained in terms of the Obligatory Contour Rinciple (*[pW]) and 

complexity consmaints (*[td]).ll Here 1 refer to McCvthy 1986:208 for a definition of the 

OCP. 

can be seen h m  (9C), [w] is never a saxindary articulation on aiveoiar consonants. Gaps 

*[AiveolaP] are unique io Wuhan and 1 do not auempt to explain them here. 



"At the melodic level, adjacent identical elements are prohibited." 

For our purposes here, "identical elements" can be interpreted as "identical feames". That 

is, when two identical features are adjacent, either at the underlying or the surface levels, 

they are d e d  out by the OCP. First, 1 show how *[pW] is ruled out. Since 1 have not 

discussed [w] yet, I assume for the moment chat its underlying fom is /il, which is 

unspecifed for place feature and surfhces by default d e s ,  which insert the feahires Labial 

and Dorsal (see section 3.1.3.2). Thus the underlying fom of [pW] is /pi/. Below 1 show 

h o w  *[pW] is mled out by the OCP. In (11 )  and other examples 1 give representations 

foiiowing syllabification in (a). 

(1 1) OCP violation in *[PT 

(a) Underlying structure: /pi/ 

Labial 

(b) Default d e  of Labial and Dorsal on N on the siaface: 0CP violated 

<-- ûCP violation 



At the underlying level as in (1 la), there is only one Labial feature, which is associateci 

with /p/. The structure is fine in that it creates no 0 8  violation. However, after Labial and 

Dorsal are inserted by default on /ÿ in (1  lb )  (see discussion of the vowel /i/ in section 

3.1.3.2)- two Labial features are adjacent to each other. The OCP is violated. The sequence 

*[PT is thus niled out. 

Thus in Wuhan and other Mandarin languages two Labial features within one segment are 

not ailowed by the OCP. This accounts for the absence of labialized Lbials. 

Now 1 address the other gap, *(dl .  Here 1 need to mention a similar sequence, [dl. In 

table (8b), sequences such as *[dl  are rnissing, but sequences such as [dl are found. 1 

show the underlying srructures of both below for cornpuison. 

In both structures above two adjacent Coronal features are found However, why is /tJ/ 

dowed while */al/ is not allowed in Wuhan? 

(12) Stnicnires of /dl and */dl 

1 propose that it is particular to Wuhan (and to Mandarin in general as well, as shall be 

seen) that two Coronal features within one segment are not necessarily ruled out by the 

08, unlike two Labial features within one segment The OCP thus must make reference 

/d/ 
Rt 

I 
C-place 
A 

/ 
/ 

Coronal 

Surface: [dl 

*/d/ 
Rt 

1 
C-place 
,"-. 

/' 



to particular features. It d e s  out [Labial]-[Labial] on a particular segment but allows 

[Coronal]-[Coronal]. However, not dl consonants can take palatalization, as shown in 

(12). I propose that pdatalized dentals are ruled out by a sûuctural complexity consûaint 

which disallows palatalization of a complex primary articulation. 1 express ihis constraint 

bel0 W. 

(13) S tmcninl complexity constn.int for Wuhan 

Tbat is, in Wuhan a consonant cmnot support pdstaiization if the place node of the 

consonant has a dependent node underneath, i.e., is too complex. Thus */td/ is mled out 

by this consaaint, while /d/ is fine. Notice /pi/ ([pw]) is ailowed by this constraint because 

it contains no corond feature; it is the OCP that rules this out 

1 have suggested above that it is Imguage parricular to Wuhan that the threshold of coronal 

palatalization falls benveen /d l  and */t JI, which is detemwied by structurai complexity, as 

shown below. 

(14) Threshold of coronal palatalization in Wuhan 

/di 



I further suggest that the palatalization threshold could Vary among languages, with the 

following results predicted: 

(1 5) Redicted patterns of coronal palatalization 
t I 

That is, it is possible to find languages which do not allow either one (*d; *d), or d o w  

only one (d; *td), or allow boih (d; td). However, it is not possible to find languages 

which allow /ta/ but not /d/. In other words, more complex structures imply less complex 

structures (see Rice and Avery 1993, Prince and Smolensky 1993, among others). 

We find Ianguages with: 

*j; *p&j 

To briefly summarize, 1 have shown the distribution of the vowel N. It surfaces as [il after 

a dental consonant, and as [il elsewhere. 1 have also discussed some systematic gaps of 

complex segments found in the disaibution of N. Next 1 discuss the phoneme M. 

We do not fïnd ianguages Mth: 

*d; tsi 

3.1.3.2 /il --> [u] 

The existence of the vowel /i/ is related to the disaibution of the surface vowel [u]. The 

distribution of [LI] in Wuhan is interesting, and different h m  that in other languages to be 

discussed later. 



(la) Distribution of [LI] in Wuhan 

b) ful in Coda 

taw tow daw dow 
t'aw t'ow 

I 

I 

kaw kow $aw fow 

rJaw w w  
xaw xow çriw çow 

I I 1 jaw 1 jow J Iwa I lwai l u e i  I van  Iwan lwan I 

p~;,;:~;:?~;:.::: .. ...... . .. , .;.. 1 
.......... . . . . . . . , . . . sy stematic gaps 

When syllabxied in an onset (16~)  or a coda (16b), Le., a non-nucleus, [u] appears quite 

freely. That is, [u] is found with dl types of consonants. However, when syilabified in the 

nucleus (16a), the dismbution of [u] is quite limited. In particulu, [u] only appears after a 

labial or a dorsal consonant, and never after an alveolar or dental consonant l2 

Given the dis~butional pattern of [u], there are two choices regarding the underlying form 

of this vowel. The hrst  choice is that the underlying form is /u/, specifed with the place 

I2~here is one exception, the syllable [u], which is onsetles. As will be seen in a moment, 1 propose thai 

the underlyhg form of [u] is M. When syllabified in the nucleus, R/ gene-y swfkces through assimilagon 

to the preceding consonant However, when there is no onset consonant, 1 propose /ü surfaces rhtough 

dehult, the same way as fil surfaces in the non-nucleus. 



feature Labial. In this way //u surfaces directly as [u]. The problem with this choice is diat 

it is hard to explain why [u] is so limited in distribution in the nucleus. That is, why does 

[u] only occur with labial or dorsal consonants when in the nucleus, but with all types of 

consonants when in the non-nucieus? 

The other choice is that, given the fac t that the nuclear [u] seems to be conditioncd by the 

preceding consonant and seems to be a result of place assimilation to the consonant ([u] 

king both round and back, sharing fatures with both labial and dorsal consonants; see the 

representation in (14) in Chapter 2), the underlying form is N, which is placeless and thus 

available as a target for place assimilation (see Chapter 2). Once the limited distribution of 

[u] in the nucleus is explained, then we need to explain why [u] is so freely distnbuted 

(found with al1 types of onset consonants) in the onset and coda. 1 propose that unlike in 

the nucleus, A/ c m o t  assimilate to an onset consonant when in the onset or coda 1 explain 

this next. 

First, when [u] appevs in the coda, it does not assimilate to the consonant in the onset. 1 

propose that this can be explained by a constraint on locality of assimilation in Wuhan, as 

expressed in (17). 

(17) Consaaint on locality in assimilation in Wuhan ("C-PW-PI" means either C-Place or 



Above bX'' stands for a segment and "Y" stands for a feam.  The ûigger has to be adjacent 

to the target at the segmental level. In other words, a trigger cannot spread a feature ont0 a 

target if there is another segment in between, as shown in (18). See Archangeli and 

Pulleyblank 1993 for a similar idea. 

(18) Tngger and target not adjacent on segment level: spreading blocked 

trigger target 

1 illustrate with [paw] to show why spreading does not occur in this case. Under the 

hypothesis that [u] is IV, the underlying foxm of [paw] is /psi/. 

(19) Spreading does not happen between /p/ and N in Wuhan: lack of locality 



As we see above, /p/ and Al are not adjacent to each other at the segment levei. Thus N does 

not assimilate in place to /p/.13 This locality requirement holds for aU assimilation processes 

in the Mandarin languages under shidy, including assimilation between consonant and 

vowel, and assim.iîation between vowel and vowel. This will be finther seen as the thesis is 

developed. 

HaWig explained why N in the coda does not assimilate to the onset consonant, now 1 

explain why W in the onset does not assimilate to the onset consonant. 1 take F W a ]  as an 

example. The form after syllabification of [kwa] is @a/ under the present hypothesis. I 

show the structure of this word in (20). 

(20) S tnicrure of /kia/ after syllabifcation 

Locality is not a problem for assimilation in the above saucnire since the consonantal 

feature and V-place are in the same segment. 1 assume that in Mandarin languages, 

assimilation cannot take place within one segment since /k/ and W are one segment, with A/ 

king a secondary articulation on /k/; and thus no assimilation is dowed. 

13%e might ask why in this case the fature Labial on /p/ does mt spread onto /a/ instead. In section 4.3 

of Chapter 4, I wiU exphin why the centrai vowel /a/ does not assimilate in place to other segments 

(c01lsomt or vowel). 



1 have shown that /i/ canot assimilate to the onset consonant when in the coda (locality 

requirement) or when in the onset (assimilation impossible withui segment). Since the 

conditions for assimilation are not met, 1 propose îhat A/ surfaces through default in these 

two positions. Labial is the default feature.14 Later when 1 discuss the vowel /a/, 1 will 

bring in more evidence to show that the feanire Labial is inert and thus unspecified on [u] in 

Wuhan. 

To sumrnarize the above hypothesis regarding [u], 1 propose th3t the underlying form is N. 

When in the nucleus, W surfaces as [u] by assimilating to the place of articulation of the 

preceding consonant. When in the onset or coda, ft/ surfaces as [u] by default insemon of 

Labial, as assimilation cannot occur into these two positions. Next I show in detail how 

this hypothesis works. 

First, nuclear [u] is only found after a labiai or dorsal consonant. 1 argue that this pattern 

results fiorn a process of assimilation. 1 show how /i/ surfaces as [u] in (21). I ignore 

height feanires here; see section 3.1.4. 

14hd Domi as weU 1 wiii show in a moment that these NO features hply cadi other and are both 

&fimit feaaues in Wuhan. 



(21) How N becomes [u] after a labial consonant 

(a) tpü after syllabification 

(c) Default insertion 

Rt Rt 
I I 

C-place V-piace 
L--- \ 

\ 

\ 

Labial Dorsal 



(d) Lengthening of N 

A 
Rime 

Rt 
i I 

C-place V-place '/ 
Labial 

(e) Surface: [pu] ("fabric") 

In (21b) /pl spreads its ferture Labial onto the placeless W. In (21c) Dorsal is inserted as 

default onto W. This is because in Wuhan there is only one high back vowel which is round 

and ody one high round vowel which is back (this vowel is [u]). So the feanires Labial 

and Dorsal are predictable h m  each other, leading to the two default rules in (22): 

Funher, in (21d) /il is lengthened to meet the surface syIlable smcme of Mandarin. The 

syllable surfaces as [pu]. 

Next 1 show how N surfaces as [u] when preceded by a dorsal consonant 



(23) How N becornes [u] after a dorsal consonant 

Dorsal 

(b) S preading 

C C C C  I _ _ _ - -  
Dorsal 

(c) Default insertion 

C-place V-piace '/ \ 
\ 

~ o r ~ a l  L ùial 



(d) Lengthening of N 

n 
Rime 

X 

I/ 
Dorsal 

\ 
Labial 

(e) S dace: Fu] ("aunt") 

In (23b) /k/ spreads its feature Dorsal onto B. In (23c) Labial is inserted onto N as default 

(see (22b)). In (23d) /i/ is lengthened. In (23e) the syllable surfaces as [hl. 

I summ;irize the distribution of N in (14). 

(24) Distribution of /3/ in the nudeus 

In (24) we see that when &/ follows a labial or a dorsal consonant, it assimilates in place to 

the consonant and surfaces as ru]. A question is: if N c m  assimilate to a labial or a d d  



consonant, can it also assimilate to an alveolar or dental consonant as well? The answer 

should be yes. nien what would be the surface results? I show the relevant processes in 

(25) How N surfaces after an alveoiar consonant (syllabification ignored; lengthening of A/ 

ignored) 

(a) Underlying 
t i 
Rt Rt 

I I 
C-piace V-piace 
I 

(b) S preading Coronal 
t i 
Rt Rt 
I I 

C-place V-piace 
I _ _ _ - - a d -  

Chonai 

(c) Surface: [ri] ("10 w'3 

When /i/ follows an aiveolv consonant, i t surfaces as [il. 

(26) How N surfaces after a dentd consonant (syllabification ignored; lengthening of /Y 

(a) Underlying 
ts i 
Rt Rt 

I I 
C-place V-piace 

I 
Coronai 
I 

Dental 



(b) Spreading Coronal with Dental 
ts i 
Rt Rt 

I I 
C-place V-place 

I 
Dental 

(c) Surface: [ta] ("purple") 

When N foUows a dental consonant, it surfaces as [Ij. 

Recall that 1 showed in section 2.1.3.1 how the two surface vowels [il and [il are derived 

from /E/, and in (25) and (26) we see how they derive from /i/ as well. This means a 

srnface fom could be derived from two sources. Thst is. surface [il and surface [il (after 

alveolar consonant only) cm either corne from /E/ or W. Put another way, two different 

inputs, going through different processes, could corne out being identical with each other. 

1 summarize the distribution of fi( in the nucleus in (27). 

(27) How /)/ surfaces the nucleus 



Having shown that it is possible that a sequence such as [ti] cm be derived fkom two 

different underlying sources (/ti/ or /ti/), I address an additional question, which cm be 

answered in a similar way: does W ever assimilate to a vowel? 1 have argued that when /i/ is 

syllabified in the non-nucleus, it surfaces by the default rule which inserts Labial and 

Dorsal. However, in the sequence /ûi/ (see section 3.1.3.4 for discussion of the phoneme 

/O/'), in which /O/ is syllabified in the nucleus and N in the coda, 1 argue that it is possible 

that lil assimilates to the place of /O/, as shown below. 

(28) How /t'W surfaces as [t'ow]: assimilation of N to /O/ 

(a) Underlying /t'Of/ 

Labial 

(b) After syllabification 
0 

A 
Onse t Rime 

l n 
Nucleus 

X 
O 

Rt 

I 
v-Pl 

I 
Labial 

Coda 

X 
i 

Rt 

v-Pl 



(c) Spreading of Labial h m  /O/ to N 
a 

A 
Onset Rime 

n 
Nucleus Coda 

- - - I - 
Labial 

(d) Surface h: [t'ow] ("head") 

In (28c), /O/ spreads Labid onto /ÿ. Hence [t'ow]. Notice in this case the nucleus is a 

m e r  rather than a target. 

Thus the sequence /W c m  surface either through the default d e  which inserts Labial and 

Dorsal on N, as argued eulier, or through place assimilation of N to /O/, as shown in (28). 

To sunnnarize fi/, based on its different distribution in different syllable positions, surfaces 

in two ways. In the nucleus, it assimilates to the preceding consonant and takes on the 

place f e a m  of the consonant. In the onset and coda, conditions for assimilation to the 

onsct consonant are not met for two different reasons. /i/ thus surfaces through default 

Labial and Dorsal insertion and consistently surfaces as [u] (except the special case of loi/, 

in wbich N cm surface as [u] in two different ways, either by default Labial and Dorsal. ot 

by assimilating to the nucleus /O/). 



The third vowel /a/ has three surface realizations: [el, [Y], and [a], which are in 

complementary distribution. More specifically, [el is found when there is a preceding or 

foiiowing giide Li], [Y] in an open syllable but not preceded by the &de U], and [a] in other 

environments. Based on the distributional patterns, 1 treat the three vowels as three surface 

variants of /a/. 1 show below how erich variant is deriveci. 

The variant [el occurs when there is P preceding or foilowing @ide b]. I show the relevant 

data in (29). 

(29) Dissibution of [el : fol 

1 have not discussed the cornplex vowel [rL] yet. 1 assume for the moment that it results 

h m  coalescence fiom the two vowels [il and [u] (see section 3.1.4). Thus [yl patterns in 

the same way as Ijl in the above rable. 



The dismbution in (29) shows that the front vowel [el is always found adjacent to another 

h n t  glide Ij]. 1 treat this as a result of place assimilation. 1 show the processes in (30) and 

(31). The fkst situation is progressive spreading. 1 take [de] as an exarnple. The 

underlying fom is @a/. 

(30) How [el is derived from /a/: a a t i o n  1 

(a) Underlying /pEa/ 

P E a 

Rt Rt Rt 
1 I I 

C-Pl V-Pl v-Pl 

1 I 

Labial Coronai 

(b) After sy llabification 



(c) Spreading of Coronal 

(d) Open syllable vowel lengthening 

/'-'-. 
ûnse t Rime 

(e) Surface f m :  [de] ("flat") 

In (30c) /E/ spreads its place feature Coronal -ssively ont0 /a/. In (d) /a/ is lengthened 

to take both timing dots of the rime so as to meet the surface syllable structure nquirement 

of Mandarin. Hence [de]. 



The second situation is regressive spreading. 1 take [pej] as an example. The underlying 

(3 1) How [el is derived from /a/: situation 2 

(b) Afier syiiabifiation 

CF 

Onset Rime 



,'--'. 
Rime 

(d) Surface form: [pej] ("nonh") 

In this case /E/ spreads the place f e a m  Coronal w s s i v e l v  ont0 /a/, r e s d ~ g  in [pej]. 

The second variant of /a/, [Y], occurs in an open syllable but not preceded by glide Ci]. 1 

present the relevant &ta below. 



Distribution open . svllable but not mec 

1- systematic gaps 

In the distribution shown in (32), /a/ surfaces as [Y], a mid bac k unrounded vowel. Recall 

that in section 2.2.1 of Chapter 2 I mentioned that in Mandarin the rime must be bimoraic 

on the surface, Le., two and exactly two timing slots. That is to Say, if both the nucleus 

and the coda positions are occupied on the surface, the syiiable is k i t  However, if the 

nucleus is occupied while the coda is empty, the syllable is not k i t  and lengthening occurs 

as a repair strategy. See Wu 1994 on this as well. 1 assume that [Y] is the lengthened 

counterpart of [a]. Thus /a/ surfaces as [Y] in an open syllable. More specificaily, when /a/ 

occurs in an open syllable, the coda position is empty. Thus /a/ is lengthened to [Y] so as to 

occupy both the nucleus and the coda slots. I show below the relevant process. 



(33) How /a/ is realized as [Y] on the surface 

(a) /na/ after syllabification 

(3 

n 
Onset Rime 

I I 
I NucIeus 
I 1 
X X 
! I 

(b) /a/ spreads to take both the nucleus and the coda 

n 
Onset Rime 

I 
I 

/-', 
Nucleus Coda 

1 1 I 
X X X 
I l /= 

(c) Surface form: [ n ~ ]  ("hot") 

Thus, what is said to be a mid back unrounded vowel is bener thoughi of as a long mid 

central vowel. 

1 mentioned in section 2.2.1 of Chapter 2 that the surface birnoraicity requirement of the 

rime only applies to a regular or non-neuûal-tone syllable. The requirement does not hold 

for a neud-tone syilable. A neurral-tone syllable is much shorta in tiw than a regular- 

tone syllable. 1 assume that this can be captured representationaily if the rime is not filled 

with two timing slots. When /a/ occurs in an open syllable with a neuûal tone, it is not 

lengthened to [Y], as happens with a reguiar tone. Rather, k/  is realized as [a], a single 

timing unit 1 provide sorne data h m  Chen and Li 1996. The "phrases" in the first column 

below are given in the Pinyin fonn (spelling system in China). The underlined syllables 



have a neutrd tone and are an open syilable with /a/ in the nucleus. The mscription in the 

second column shows the pronunciation of the syllable under snidy (underlined). 

Phrase gloss 

"bm-aspect" 

"throw-aspect" 

"tie-aspect'' 

"hot-aspect" 

"thinkcli tic- highl y-of ' 

"recogiiue-critic" 

As can be seen, when /a/ appears in an open syllable with a neutral tone, it is realized as 

[a], without lengthening. Thus we see the foilowing scenario. When /a/ occurs in an open 

syuable, how it surfaces depends on the tone. With a regular tone, it is lengthened to [Y] 

because of the surface requirement of two timing slots in the rime. With a neutrai tone, it 

surfaces simply as [a] because the two-timing-slot condition is not required for a neutral 

tone syllable. In this way, for the specific environment of "schwa in open syilable", which 

is based on the criterion of syllable position, there is a further complementary pattern, 

whkh is based on the aitenon of tone. In (35) 1 show the distribution. 



surface ne /a/ surfaces as Ta tone 

Notice the data in (35b) are very limited. These are all the neuaal-tone syllables 1 found 

thughout the elicited lexical items in Chen and Lin 1996. 

Having explained the complementary disaibution of /a/ in open syllables, I want to address 

two points regarding the distribution of /a/ in (32). First, the mid vowel /a/ does not 

assimilate to a preceding consonant (compare with the high vowel N). In the environment 

/Ca/, /a/ surfaces simply through lengthening (without a s s i m i l a ~ g  to /W. This has to do 

with a structurai constraint on assimilation for the mid vowel /a/ in Wuhan, as shown 

below. Compare when spreading occurs and when it dœs not with /a/ as target. 



a) Underlying 
P a 
Rt Rt 
I I 

C-Pl v-Pl 
I 

Labial 

(b) Spreading impossible between 
C-place and V-place: 

P a 
Rt Rt 

1 1 
C-Pi v-PI 

I 
Labial 

CC) S d a c e  by lengthening: 
[ p ~  ]] ("north") 

a) Underlying 
P E a 
Rt Eu Rt 

I I I 
C-Pl v-Pl v-Pl 

1 I 
Labial Coronal 

(b) Sprerding possible between two 
V-places 

P E a 
Rt Rt Rt 
I I 1 

C-PI v -P l  v-Pl 
I 

Labial 

From the cornparison above we see that in order for spreading io /al to occur, the nodes 

immediately above the spreading node play a role. They have to be identical. That is, if 

Coronal or Labial is the spreading node, it wiil spread between two V-places, not between 

a C-place and a V-place (see boldface node above). I illusme this idea with the structure 

below . 

I I V-PI 



That is, /a/ ody assimilates to a V-place, not a C-place. This saructural conswint on /a/ 

assimilation holds for al l  other Mandarin languages under snidy and wiU be funher seen as 

the thesis is developed (see also Wu 1994). Further, 1 assume that this consûaint is 

Mandarin-language-particular and cm be understood in the way that /a/, as a vowel, prefers 

to assimilate to another vowel in Mandarin. 1 assume that we should be able to find 

languages in which /a/ assimilates to both vowels and consonants, but not to consonants 

oniy without vowels. 

The second point 1 want to address regardhg the distribution in table (32) is that when /a/ 

is preceded by [w], i.e., [CWa], it does not assimilate to the place of [w]. We can compare 

this with a paralle1 case /a/, where /a/ assimiistes to the place of /E/. 1 show this in (38). 



han: 

/a/ assimilates to Gl and is fionted as [el: /a/ does not assimilate to [w] and i 

(a) /CEa/ after syilabincation 
CE a 
Rt Rt 
I I 

C-Pl I 
A I ... v-Pl v-Pl 

1 
Coron al 

(b) Spreading Coronai h m  /E/ to /a/ 
CE a 

:c) Lengthening: 

A 
h ~ t  Rime 

d) Surface: f ~ J e l  

(a) /a/ after syllabXcation 
@ a 
Rt Rt 

1 I 
C-Pl 1 
A I ... v-Pl v-PI 

(b) Default des :  
d a 
Rt Rt 
I 1 

C-Pl I 

(c) Lengthening: 

I \ 
Labial Dorsal 

1 (d) Surface: [CWY] 

1 argue that this patternhg shows that the vowel [j] carries a place feature Coronal 

underlyingly for /a/ to assirnilate to. On the contxary, the place feanue Labial on the vowel 

[w] must be absent underlyingly so that /a/ has nothing to assimilate to. It surfaces tûrough 



lengthening to [Y] insted, whereas [O] wodd be expected if assirdation to the secondary 

articulation occwred. This difference between [w] and [j] in their ability to affect /a/ 

supports the place specifications proposed for the two vowels: [j] is Coronal while [w] is 

underlyingly unmarked for place. 

The last surface variant of /a/ is [a]. If /a/ is not preceded or followed by u], and if /a/ does 

not occur in an open syuable, it surfaces as [a]. The distribution is below. 

(39) Where /a/ surfa 

k'aw 1 k'an 10'an ( ~ ' a w  ( k ~ ~ ~ ~  1 

F i  ,.:. .;..: '_~.~_~.~.~.~~.~.~,~. .  .... .. .,........ _ .... systematic gaps 

9 
X 

'0 

1 comment on the four envkonrnents above separaiely. Fit in /ai/, /a/ does not assimilate 

to N, since A/ is without a place feature, and since the requirement on Mandarin syllable 

s û u ~  is satisfied in that both the nuciear and the coda positions are taken, /a/ surfaces as 

[a]. A parallei case to this is DE/. As 1 have mentioned, /GE/ surfaces as [Cej], with hl 

assimilating to /E/ and no lengthening. This again confirms the proposed place 

w w  
X a W  

wn 
xan 

ja n ja w van b 

p n  p w  %Van 
I 



specificarions of the two segments /E/ and N. / ' /  carries the place feature Coronal 

underlyingly wMe N lacks place underlyingly. N surfaces as [w] through default 

Second, /Cm/ surfaces as [Ca n]. No assimilation happens since /a/ only assimilates to a 

vowel. 

Third. /cEan/ and /cEai/ surface as [da  n] and [da  w], with nothing affecting /a/. One 

might ask why /a/ does not assimilate to the preceding /E/ in this case. as happens in a 

similar syllable [de] discussed earlier (see (30)). I argue that this c m  be explained by the 

following consm.int on the domain of spreading in Wuhan, and in Mandarin languages in 

(40) Constraint on domain of spreading in Wuhan 

The targgt ccommands the trigeer in svllable soucwg. 

That is, spreading takes place only whrn the target segment c-commands, in syllable 

structure, the trigger segment. "C-comrnand" is dehed as foilows: a node a c-commands 

a node p if every maximal projection dominating a also dominates , and a does not itself 

dominate p (Cowper 1992: 85). 

1 take a few examples to illustrate how this constra.int works. First let us look at [de]. The 

underiying fom is /&a/. In this case /a/ assimilates to /W. 



In the structure above, the target /a/ c-commands the mgger /E/. /E/ spreads its feature 

Coronal onto /a/, resulting in [el. Next the [el is lengthened to take both dots of the rime to 

meet the surface birnoraicity requirement of Mandarin syllable stnicmre, as shown below. 

(42) /E/ is lengthened on the surface to d e  both dots of the rime 

---"-. 
Onset Rime 

The second example to illustrate the dornain consua.int is [Cej]. The underlying form is 

/CaE/. in this case /a/ assimilates to the following glide. 



In the above structure the urge t /a/ csornmands the Iigger /W. nius /a/ assimilates in place 

The next example is one of the two cases nised as questions above, Le., [daw].  The 

underlying forrn is /chi/. 1 mentioned that no assimilation happas ( in 39). FoUowuig is 

the structure. 

(44) /a/ c-commands N, not /E/ 

,-'---. 
onset Rime 



In the above structure, /a/ c-commands /i/, not E/. Thus N is the potential trigger of 

spreading. However, N is not specifïed with any place feature to spread to /a/. /E/ is not 

available as a trigger because it is not in the appropriate relationship with /a/. Thus no 

assimilation happens in this case, and /a/ surfaces as [a]. 

The final sequence [dan], in which no assimilation happens either, c m  be explained in a 

similar way. That is, /a/ c-commands ln/, not /E/. Thus /n/ is the potential trigger of 

spreading. However, since in Wuhan /a/ only assimilates to vowels and not to consonants, 

no assimilation occurs. 

Thus in both sequences /cEa d and /c%/, /a/ does not assimilate to the preceding / ' /  since 

/a/ does not c-command /E/. 

Returning to the comments on table (42), the sequence /@an/ surfaces as [CWan]. /a/ c- 

commands /n/ and so /n/ is the potential migger of spreading. However, /a/ does not 

assimilate to a consonant in Wuhan. Hence no assimilation in this case. 

To summarize the mid vowel /a/, this vowel assimilates in place to an adjacent glide /El 

which it c-commands and surfaces as [el. It also surfaces as [Y], driven by the Mandarin 

surface sylîable smcrure requirement. In environments other than these, it surfaces as [a]. 

3.1.3.4 /O/--> [O] 

The second mid vowel is /O/. This vowel is sûaightforward: it simply surfaces as [O]. 1 

show the distribution. 



(45) Distribution of [O] 

3.1.3.5 /a/--> [a] 

The last vowel is the low vowel /a/. Like /O/, /a/ also surfaces snaighâorwardly as [a]. 1 

give the disaibution below. 



(46) Distribution of rat 

. . , . sy stematic gaps of *b bialW] 

/a/ is also a cennal vowel. Unlike the other two central vowels in this language, /i/ and /a/, 

which assimilate in place to another segment, /a/ does not assimilate. The same is found 

with the other Mandarin languages under study. I wil1 summarize the assimilation patterns 

of the three centrai vowels for Mandarin languages in section 4.3 of Chapter 4. 

To summarize the place features of the five vowels, 1 have provided evidence to show that 

the place feanire Coronai on [il is active whereas the place feature Labial on [u] is inert in 

the phonology, and thus Coronal is underlyingly present on [il (/En but Labial is 

underlyingly absent on [u] 0. Further Labial is underlyingly present on [O]. Next 1 

examine the height specifications of the five vowels. 



3.1.4 Height speci fica tions 

In the discussions of place features 1 have simply assumed, for convenience, the 

phonological height of each vowel king identicai with its surface height Below 1 repeat 

the feature specifications of the five vowels in a shorthand way. 

(47) Feature specincations of the five vowels in Wuhan 
I 

There are three central vowels in the system. 1 have already justifieci why and /a/ are 

unspecifïed for place, and 1 assume that /a./ too is unspeded for place. Thus there is a 

three-way height conuast among centnl vowels. Assuming that Low and High are the 

relevant features, /a/ must be specified with Low and N has to be specified with High. For 

these three vowels, there is no other choice regarding height specifîcation. The question is 

the other two vowels, the front vowel, specified with place feature Coronal, and the back 

vowel, speciiïed with place feamre Labial. 1 have &ady justified why the two vowels are 

specified with their respective place feanire. We see that un&e central vowels, which mate 

a three-way height contrast, both the front vowel and the back vowei mate only a one-way 

height conast within their place of articulation in the system. In other words the front 

vowel does not contrast with another front vowel in terms of height and the back vowel 

does not contrast with another back vowel in terms of h e i g h ~  

Following the assump tions about feature specifications laid out in section 2.1.1 of Chapter 

2,1 assume that featlnes are necessary either for contrasts in the system or for activeness in 

the phonology. Given that the front vowel in Wuhan does not contrast in temis of height 



with another fiont vowel, and that the back vowel does not conmut in terrns of height with 

another back vowel (also that height features are not active in the phonology), I propose 

ihat the two vowels are unspecifïed for height. This means the two vowels are phonological 

mid vowels. 1 give the feature specincations of the five vowels below, with both place and 

height features. 

/a/ 
Rt 

Apextwe 
f i  

V-Place Aperture 

Low 

A 
V-Place A p a w e  
I 

Labial 

Now I show how the vowels are realized on the surface in terms of height In panicular, 

since the fiont vowel /E/ and the back vowel /O/ are unspecified for height feams owing 

to the lack of contrast, I show how these two vowels surface. 

Following the idea of vowel dispersion, i.a., vowels across langages tend to be realized 

as fat apart as possible in the vowel space (see Flemming 1995, among othm), 1 assume 



that a front vowel or a back vowel tends to surface as hi&, taking two corners of the vowel 

triangle. In other words, a front or a back vowel, without k ing  specified for a height 

feature, will surface as a high vowel through a default rule which insens High. Next 1 

illustrate with examples how the two vowels / '  and /O/ surface in Wuhan. First 1 examine 

EL 

The fint example is /tsE/ (surface [ta]), where /E/ appears in an open syilable. 

(49) How /E/ surfaces as [il after a dental consonant (lengthening ignored) 
(a) Underl ying 

tS E 
Rt Rt 

1 n 
C-place V-piace 
I I 

Coronal Coron al 
I 

Denrd 

(b) Spreading 
ts E 
Rt Rt 

1 n 
Gplace V-place A ~ e r  

I I 

Coronal Coronal 
I _ _ _ - -  

Dental 



(c) Default rule of High 

ts E 
Rt Rt 

1 n 
C-place V-place A F  
I I 1 

1 
1 

Coron al Coronal High 

I/ 
Dental 

(d) S dace: [ta]  ("self ') 

Mer spreading in (49b), High is insened on N in (49c). Hence the surface fom [tg]. 

The second example is /paE/ (surface form [pej]). Here the fiont vowel appears in the 

coda. 

(50) How /paE/ surfaces as [pej] in Wuhan 

(a) Underl ying 

A A 
V-PI Aper V-Pl 

I 
Aperture 

(b) S preading fiom /E/ to /a/ 

fi n 
V-PI Aper V Pl ----- A F  

-- 



(c) Default High on /E/ 

(d) Surface f m :  [pej] ("quilt") 

In (SOb), the place f e a m  Coronal spreads h m  /E/ to hl, as discussed in section 3.1.3.3. 

At this stage we have two adjacent front vowels. Next the feature High is inserted on N by 

default, shown in (50c). A question here concems why High is inserted on one vowel /E/, 

in the coda, but not on the other /a/, in the nucleus? 1 propose that this is because /E/ is in 

the coda while /a/ is in the nucleus. In Mandarin the coda posiaon requires either a glide or 

a consonant (see chapter 2 section 2.2.1). Thus /E/ has to suface as a high vowel to meet 

this requirernent. Hence default High on /U in the coda Once the segment in the coda is 

realized as a high vowel, the vowel in the nucleus cannot be reaiized as a high vowel. If 

High is aiso inserted on the nuclear vowel /a/, we would have a surface result of *[pij]. 

However, if one examines the possible surface vowel sequences in Wuhan, a 

generalization conceming height is found: with the exception of the long vowels derived 

from lengthening, no sequences of high vowels exist. I neat this as a constraint in the 

language and express it as f o l l o ~ s . ~ ~  

(51) Consaaint on vowd-vowel sequence in Mandarin: *afigh-high]a 

T'us High is only inserted on /E/, which is in the coda, but not on /a/, which is in the 

nucleus. Hence [pej]. In other words, the default mle inserthg High refers to the syllable 

- p p p p p  

151 will also discuss dlls surface consaaint when 1 discuss the status of [O] in section 3.15. 
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position, when the= is more than one potentiai targets of the de. Default insertion of High 

on the coda bleeds insemon of High on the nucleus. In the absence of a vowel in the onset 

or coda, default High is inserted on rhe nucleus, as in (49). 

The third example is /pEa/ (surface form [pie]). Here the front vowel /El appears in the 

onset position. 

(52) How /pEa/ surfaces as [de] in Wuhan (syllable structure ignored) 

(a) Sûucture of after syllabification 

/ n 
Labial Aper V-PI 

I 
Coronal 

(b) S preading of Coronai from /E/ to /a/ 

/ n /' 
Labial Aper V-Pl ,,- 

t r  



(c) Default High on /E/ 

/' n 
Labial Aper V-Pl / / 

I 
1 1,' 

High Coronal 

(d) Lengthening of /a/ 

CJ 

On t 
/ \ 

Rime 
A 1 Nucl; C r  

C C - C C  

a rt Rt 

C-Pl 
A 

v-PI 
/ 

A 
\ 
b e r  

/' 
vocalic 
n / 

Labial Aper V-Pl / 
I '/ 

High Coronal 

(e) Surface form: [$el (Vifferen t") 

In (52b) the ferrure Coronal is spread from N onto /a/. In (5%) High is inserted on /E/ in 

the onset, but not on /a/, which is in the nucleus. The reason is simiIar to that discussed 

with respect to [pej], in (50). The onset position requires either a consonant or a @ide (as 

secondmy articulation). Thus High is inserted on /E/ to ensure that it d a c e s  as a high 

vowel. Since /E/ surfaces as high, /a/ cannot surface as high since two consecutive hi@ 

vowels in a syllable an not alIowed in Mandarin. Thus no default High is inserted on b/. 



Again, insertion on a non-nucleus bleeds insertion on a nucleus. In (526) /a/ is lengthened 

to occupy both slots of the rime to meet the surface bimoraicity requirement of Mandarin. 

Hence [pe]. 

Abve  1 have shown how different cases of the front vowel /E/ in Wuhan surface through a 

default d e  which inserts High. Now 1 discuss the back vowel /O/. The back vowel might 

also be expected to receive a default High feature, surfacing as [u]. However, in Wuhan the 

default nile does not apply to the back vowel /O/; it simply surfaces as [O]. Recall that 1 

have discussed that the other vowel W surfaces as [u]. This means if /O/ receives a default 

feame High and aiso surfaces as [u], the two phonemes would be neutraiized on the 

surface. 1 propose that in Wuhan having different phonemes surface as distinct forms is 

important so that the default rule of High c m  be saved in order to avoid surface 

neutdization of wo phonemes (see Dyck 1995 and Avery 1996). In Chapter 4 1 will show 

that when neunaüzrition is not an issue, as in the Mandarin langage Chengde, default High 

applies to the back vowel. 

To summarize the discussion of height feanires in Wuhan, for cenaal vowels there is a 

three-way conuast in the system and two height features are used to capture the contrast 

For the other two vowels, the front vowel and the back vowel, since there is no height 

contmst and no phonology forces their presence in the system, they are unspecified for 

height. Further, the front vowel surfaces through a default rule of High. The back vowel 

cannot surface as high because the result, [u], would cause surface neutralization of two 

phonemes, which is not aüowed in the language. The back vowel thus surfaces as [O]. 

Having discussed the place and height feanires of the vowels in Wuhan, 1 give a summary 

of the realizations of d.erent  vowel-vowel sequences in Wuhan. 



fealizations of different vowel-vowel seauences in Wuhan 

j [el 

jbl 
does not surface (1) 
j fol 
does not surface (1) 
w [y] 
Wb1 

w b ]  
[alw 
does not surface ( 1) 
does not surface (2) 
k1.i 

does not surface (2) 
[al w 
does not surface (2) 

C ource 
l 

assimilation of /al; default High on N (see 
52 for derivation) 
default Hifi on /E/ rn 

. 
default High on N I 6  

defadt Labial on N; lengihening of /a/ 
3 

default Labial on N 
defriult Labial on /i( or assimilation of N 

1 

default Labial on h/ I 

assimilation of /a/; default High on N (see 
50 for derivation) a 

1 

default Labial on /V . 

1 does not surface ( 1) 
[ab 
does not surface (2) 

i 

[OIW 

defriult High on /E/ I 

default Labial on iil or assimilation of /i/ 
I 

- - 

does not surface (2) 

1 (see section 3.1.5) 
7 

I 

(see 28 for derivation) 
a 

ü 

Note: fl around the vowel in the nucleus. 

coalescence of / ' /  and N (see section 3.1.5) 
default Labial on N; default High on /E/ 

In the above table, the fust column gives all the logicd possibilities of the underlying two- 

vowel sequences in Wuhan. The second column shows the surface forms of each 

sequence. The third column gives the denvational processes nom the underlying to the 

surface forms. Notice 1 have shown that the two sequences lei/ and /le/ surface as [ü]. 1 

W e s s  this issue in the following section 3.1 S. 

does not surface (2) 1 

%ee section 22.1 of Chapter 2 for the syiiabification of /'O/. 
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*oj (accidentai gap) 
does not surface (1) 
ii 

l 

defadt High on /E/; default Labial on /L(; 



There are some sequences which do not surface in the above table. 1 use numbers (1 or 2) 

to indicate the type of reasons for these gaps. Fit, the fact that sequences M, ka/, /ad, 

/EE/, and /00/ do not surface can be explaineci by a constraint in Wuhan which does not 

allow two identical vowel sequences, as expressed below. 

(54) Consaaint against identical vowel sequences: *fll-Vl/a 

This consaaint holds for the other Mandarin languages under study. Notice this constraint 

only rules out two UNDERLYING identical vowels. Thus. it is fine when an underlying 

vowel is lengthened on the surface, resulting in two SURFACE identicai vowels, but 

vowels which share aU features. 

The reason that the second type of sequences do not surface is that the vowel syllabified as 

the non-nucleus cannot surface as a high vowel or glide, which is requirernent for the non- 

nuclear position in Mandain. For instance, in the sequence /ad, /a/ is syllabified as the 

onset (/a/ as the nucleus since it is lower than /a/). However, /a/ does not have a 

corresponding glide, unlike /E/, the corresponding &ide of which is ü]. 

3.1.5 The vowel [ü] 

Having discussed both place and height feanires of the five vowels, 1 address one surface 

vowel w hich has been Ieft untouc hed so far, [ü]. Unlike the other surface vowels in this 

language which are derived from a single source (Le., each surface vowel has only one 

underlying form), 1 propose that [ü] is derived h m  two vowels, [il and [u] (underlyingly 

/E/ and N respectively), and is a coalesced form of the two vowels. The distribution of [ü] 

is very limited, as presented below. 



(55) Distribution of [ü] 

[ü] in Nucleus 

systematic gaps 

To expiain how Lü] is derived when in the nucleus, 1 take [nü] as an example. 1 propose 

that the undedying fom is /W. 

(56) How [nü] is denved fiom /nd in Wuhan 

(a) Stni- after syUabification: /E/ syiiabified in the nucleus and N in the coda 

Nucleus 
I 

A 
V-Pl Aper 

I 

A 
V-PI Apemire 

I 
High 



@) Default d e  of High on N and Labial plus Dorsal on N 

6 .'--'. 
Onset Rime 

A A 
V-Pl Aper V-Pl Aperture 

I I # 
I # \ I \ 

Coronal Fhgh ~ a b i a l  ~orsa l  High 

(c) Coalescence of /E/ and N 

/-'-'. 
C h 3  Rime 

A 
Nucleus 

I 
Coda 

/ \ 
Coronal Labial 

(d) Surface: [nü] ("woman") 

In (56a) /E/ is syilabifled in the nucleus since it is Iowa in height than the 0 t h  vowel N. 

In (56b) the default d e  inserthg High applies to N and the default des adding Labial and 

Dorsal apply to N, as discussed earlier rhis section. At this point we have two high vowels 

[i-u]. Recd that two surface high vowels are not allowed in Wuhan (see 51). To solve this 



problem, the two vowels [il and [u] are mer@ The resuit is (ü], with the Coronal feature 

of [il and Labial feature of [u], as in ( 5 6 ~ ) .  Hence [nü]. 

Here 1 compare (56b) with (52c). in (52c) the default nile which inserts High applies to 

/E/, which is syllabified in the onset. The default d e  inserthg High camot apply to /a/, 

which is syUab5ed in the nucleus. I pointed out that this is because the vowel in the onset 

has to be a high vowel or glide in Mandarin, and funher a two-high-vowel sequence is not 

allowed in Mandarin. In (56b), the default rule inserthg High applies to /E/, which is 

syllabified as the nucleus. Notice the vowel in the coda is also a high vowel. This results in 

a two-high-vowel sequence, which is not allowed in Mandarin. Hence coalescence. Now 

the question is: why in (56b) cm the default rule High apply with the result of two surface 

high vowels (with funher coaiescence), while in (52c) the default nile High cannot apply 

because of the consaint  of two surface high vowels? In other words, how do we know 

that the default rule inserting High applies to the nuclear vowel in one case (/E/; 56b) but 

not the other (/a/; 52c)? 1 propose the following consnaint on the application of the default 

rule High: 

(57) Constra.int on the application of the default rule High: 

The default mle i n s e h g  High appiies to a nuclear vowel only if it is singly 

linked with a place feature. 

Thus in (56b) the nuclear vowel /E/ is singly linked with the place feature Coronal; the 

defauit mle of High applies to the vowel. In (52c) the place feanire Coronal is doubly 

linked to both /a/ md /E/. Thus the default d e  does not apply to the nuclear vowel /a/.17 

17~ecall bat in (49) the default nile inserting High also applies to the nuc1ear vowel N in the wuwre 

/W. /E/ is singly ihked with che phce fe;iture Coronal. 



In table ( 5 3 ,  we see that [ü] also appears in the onset 1 take [eve] as an example and 

explain how [ü] is derived when in the onset The underlying form of [$ve] is /+%a/. l8 

(58) How [eVe] is deriveci from /k%/ in Wuhan 

(a) Afier syllabification 

k E  

(c) Default nile of Labial and Dorsal on N and default d e  of High on N 

/' / \  \ n 
Dorsal 4per V-Pl V-PI Aper V-Pl / 

/ 
I I I 
1 4 1 I / 



(d) Lengthening of N 

a .------ \ 
Rime 

I c - e i  
A 

/ 
v-Pl 

\ 
/ \ ----. Apet 

/ vocdic Vocalic 
/' 

Dorsal 
/ \  \ A / 

(e) Pdatalization of /k/ and surface form : [ ~ v e ]  ("hck") 

In (Sb) spreading takes place from fE/ to /a/. ui (58c) default rules inserting Labid and 

Dorsal appiy to /i/ and the default rule inserting High applies to /E/. In (58d) N is 

lengthened CO meet the surface syilnble structure requirement. Findy after /k/ is palaulized, 

Le., /kE/ reaiized as [G], /k%/ surfaces as [Ve] .  Notice in this case the pdatalization of 

/k/ blocks (by taking place first) the application of coalescence of /i/ and /E/ (which 

othenvise would surface as [ü]). In section 4.2.1 of Chapter 4 I will present a case in 

which coalescence does happen in the onset. 

In table (55) we see that while [ü] appears in the omet (and the nucleus as well), it never 

appears in the coda. Recall that the other two vowels which appear as secondary 

articulation, i.e., /E/ (01 on the surface) and W (Lw] on the surface), can also occur in the 

coda. I argue that this special dismbution of [ü] supports the bisegmental status of this 

vowel. Next 1 enplain why [ü] appears in the onset but not in the codê 



First I show why [ü] is not found in the coda. 1 take a hypotheticd example [paü] to 

illustrate. The underlying fom of [paü] is lpaeÿ. Foilowing is the derivational p e s s .  

(59) How [paü] wodd be derived fkom/paEi/ 

(a) Underiying 

A A 
V-Pl Aper V-Pl Apemrre 

I I 
Coronal High 

(b) Default mie of High on /E/ and Labial plus Dorsal on N 

n 
Nucleus Coda 

C-- *branching coda 

<-- * branching coda 

A A 
V-Pl Aper V-Pl Apemne 

I 1 # 
t I 8 I \ 

Coronai &gh Labial drsa l  High 



(c) Wescence of /E/ and /i/ 

<-- *branching coda 

Coronal i b i d  

(d) Surface: [paü] (hypotheticd word) 

in (59a) we see that both /E/ and /i/ are syllabified in the coda Thus we have a branching 

coda. 1 show in section 2.2.1 of Chapter 2 that in Mandarin, each of the three syllable 

positions, i.e., the nucleus, the onset, and the coda, cm only have a single timing slot both 

underlyingly and on the surface. None of them cm branch. Thus the Mandarin syllable 

structure is violated if /E/ and N (the underlying form of [ü]) appear in the coda. In (59b) 1 

show how the default niles would apply to /E/ and A/. In (59c) 1 show the result of 

coalescence of /E/ and /i/. As we see, if [ü] appevs in the coda, we wil l  have a branching 

coda, which is not dlowed by the Mandarin syilable structure requirement. This is the 

reason that [ü] is never found in the coda position. 

On the other hand, [ü] appears in the onset. 1 have already shown in (58) the derivational 

process when [ü] occurs in the onset. 1 repeat (58a), the underlying structure, for 

illustration . 



(60) Underlying structure of [ V e l  (,Ac%/) 

d 

A 
A r Aper 

As we see, both /E/ and W are syllabified in the onset as secondary articulations on the 

consonant /kE/ takes the one-timing-slot of the onset, required by the Mandarin syllable 

structure. In other words, it is f i e  to have two vowels syllabified as secondary articulation 

of the consonant. 

To s b z e ,  I propose that the surface vowel [ü] is denved from two underlying vowels 

N and B. Because of this bisegmental smtus, [ü] cannot appear in the coda, since a 

branching coda is not allowed by the Mandarin syllable structure. However, [ü] appears in 

the onset (and nucleus as well), since two vowels cm be both syilabfied as secondary 

articulation of the consonant. I have also shown the derivations of the occurrences of [ü]. 

3.1.6 Conclusions of Wuhan 

In this section 1 examineci how the surface vowels in Wuhan in (3) are derived £mm the 

five phonological vowels proposed. I have argued for the place and the height feature 

specifications of each vowel. Specifically I have pointed to the ciifference in panerning of 



surface front and surface back round vowels. In the next section 1 introduce Linfen, 

another five-vowel inven tory, to compare with Wuhan. 

3.2 Linfen 

In ihis section 1 introduce a second five-vowel inventory, Linfen. Linfen has the same 

phonological vowel inventory as Wuhan. Howcver, Linfen diffas from Wuhan in how the 

vowel N surfaces. More specifically while /ÿ in Wuhan surfaces by both assimilation (in 

the nuclear position) and default (in the non-nuclear position), it surfaces only by default in 

Linfen. By comparing the two languages, we will see what is common to Mandarin 

languages and how they could differ. 

3.2.1 Consonants 

First, 1 present the surface consonant inventory of Linfen. The data for this laquage cornes 

h m  Li and Chen 1996. 

(61) Phonetic consonant inventont of Linfen 

Notice in Linfen there is voicing confrast for labial fricatives, and a nadlaterai conmt for 

alveolar sonorants. Neither contrast is found in Wuhan. These differences do not affect the 

vowel inventories. Assuming that palatal consonants are not underlying consonants but 

velar consonants surfacing with palaialization, the phonological consonant inventory of 

Linfen is as follows. 

. . d - 
Labial 

t 

P 

P' 
- 

Fricatives f, v 

Sonorants rn 

Alveolar 

t 

t' 

n. 1 

Vela. 
1 

k 

k ' . 
x 

Tl 

Paiatd 
L- 

0; 

f' 

Ç 

Dental 

t s 

ts' 

s 

Retroflex 

ts 

1s' 

$ 7  



The place specifications of the consonants above have been discussed in Chapter 2 and are 

not repeated. 

(62) Phonological consonant inventory of Linfen 

3.2.2 Vowel inventory: phonetic 

Next 1 examine the vowel inventory. Fint I inaoduce the phonetic vowel inventory. 

Stops and 

afEcates 

- 

-asp 

+asp 

This inventory is very similar to the one in Wuhan (see (3)). The only difierence is that the 

apical vowel [LI exists in Linfen but not in Wuhan. I have already explained this as being 

due to the infiuence of the reaoflex consonants. With the two surface inventories king so 

much alike, the next question is: are the vowels distributed in the same way in the two 

languages? We need to see where the distributions are similar and where they differ. In 

order to do this, 1 propose fîrst, based on the distributions of the vowels in (64), the 

phonological vowel inventory of the ianguage. 

Fricatives 

Sonoran ts 

(63) Phonetic vowel inventory of Linfen 

Labial 

P 
P ' 

f, v 

m 

L 

High 

Mid 

Low 

Alveolar 
b p i -  

t 

t' 

n, 1 

Centrai 

Umounded 

I 

a 

a 

Front 

Dental 

ts 

ts' 

s 

Unrounded 

1 

e 

Back 

Rounded 

ii 

Unrounded 

t 

Y 

Retroflex 

1s 
? 

% ?  

1 

Rounded 

u , 

O 
1 

Velar 

k 

k 

x 

9 



(64) Roposed phonological vowel n inventory of Linfen 

i 

E a O 

a 

Friftfier 1 propose these vowels surface in the following way. 

(65) How vowels surface in Linfen 

after a dental consonant 

after a retroflex consonant 

elsewhere 

by default 

followiog or preceding &de lj] 

in open syllable but not foUowing glide u] 
elsewhere 

I have bolded some parts. These are places where Linfen d i f fa  fYom Wuhan. Next 1 need 

to go through the dismbution of  each vowel so as to determine the feature specifications of 

each vowel. 1 separate place features from height features. First 1 examine place feanires, 

assuming height features as indicated in (64). The place feature specificaaons 1 propose for 

the five vowels are structurally represented as below. 



(66) Place feam specifications of the five vowels: structural representations 

/E/ IV, /a/, /a/ /Q 
Rt Rt Rt 
I I I 

V-Piace V-Place V-PI 
I I 

Coronal Labial 

1 start with the front vowel /E/. 

3.2.3 Place speciiïcn t ions 

3.2.3.1 /E l  --> [il, [t], [il 

The vowel /E/ has three surface foms, [il, [r] , and [il. The distributions of both [il and [r] 

are very limitai, as shown in the two ubles in (67) and (68) respectively. 



(67) Distribution of [il 

The vowel [il is only found in the nucleus and following a den& conronant. 



(68) Distribution of [r] 

The vowel [r] is only found in rhe nucleus andfollowing a renoflex cornonont. Thus [il 

and [r] are in complementary distribution with the vowel [il. Next 1 present the distribution 

of [il. 1 show the distribution of [il according to the syilable position it appears in, i.e., in 

the nucleus, in the coda, and in the onset. 



(69) Distribution of [il 

169aI ri1 found in the nucleug 



b. 

x xaj çaj xwai xXei 

systematic gaps 



)und in the onset 

systematic gaps 

When [il occurs in the nucleus, it follows Iabials, alveolars, and dorsals, but not dentals or 

retroflexes. This shows the complementary distribution with the other two vowels [il and 

[t]. For this reason I regard [il, [il, and ri] as three surface foms of one phoneme /W (the 

phonological height of this front vowel is addressed in section 3.1.2). Notice that in tables 

(69b) and (6%) there are some shaded areas of systematic gaps. 1 have already discussed ia 

section 3.1.1 for Wuhan that the gaps */dental]*/ is &d out by a stmcniral complexity 

cunstraint 1 propose that the gaps */remofle& is also ruled out by a complexity constraint. 

1 show in (70) the two smicniral complexity constnints. 



(70) Structurai complexity consnaints of */dentd/ and */remfled/ in LMen 

3.2.3.2 /i/ -->[LI] 

The second phonological vowel 1 discuss invoives the surface form [u]. The surface form 

[u] in Linfen is distributed differently from that in Wuhan. Particularly, in Linfen. in the 

nucleus, [u] is found with dl types of consonants. It is not resnicted to occur with ody 

labial or dorsal consonants. as in Wuhan (see section 3.1.3.2). 1 show the dismbution in 

(71). R e d  that W is, 1 will argue, the underlying representation of [u]. 



Distribution of [u] in the nucleus in Linfen 

Funher 1 show how [u] is distributed in the other syiiable positions, Le., in the coda and in 

the onset. 



(7 1 b) [u] appears in the coda in Linfen 

1 should point out here the sequence [aw]. When [a] is foilowed by [w], it s t i l l  surfaces as 

[a]. As in Wuhan, [a] does not change its place feature, Say, to [O] because of [w]. In other 

words the place feature Labial on [w] does not affect [a]. This suggests that the place 

feature Labial on [w] is not active in the phoonlogy. 



O C C ~  in the omet in Lllifen 

I propose that the vowel [u] is  underlyingly W, which is placeless (and hi@). RecU that in 

Wuhan the evidence for the surface vowel [u] to be underlyingly placeless (Le., N) cornes 

from two sources. One is that the distribution of [u] in the nucleus is conditioned by the 

onset consonant. It is reasonable to believe that [u] underlyingly lacks a place feature and 

assimilates to a consonant place feature. The other source of evidence cornes fmm the 

inermess of the place feature of [u] when [u] occurs next to /a/. When hl occurs next to the 

glide u], /a/ is affected by O] in place and becomes a fkont vowel [el. However, when /a/ 

occurs next to the glide [w], it is NOT affected by [w] in place, becoming. say, [O]. Instead 

it either remains as [a] or is lengthened as [y]. Again it is reasonable to believe that [w] 

dœs not afTect /%/ in place because [w] does not carry a place feature Labial der1yin@y. 



In Linfen, 11-11 in the nucleus is not conditioned by the consonant. However, there is 

evidence that the place feature Labial of [w] is inert when [w] occurs next to /a/, 

pmticularly in cornparison wiîh the activeness of the place feature Coronal of bjl in the same 

environment This suggests that the vowel [u] might lack underlyingly a place feanire while 

ü] carries a place feame. 1 will address this again when I discuss the vowel /a/. 

3.2.3.3 la l--> [el, [ Y ] ,  [a ] 

The third vowel in Linfen is /a/. The distributional pattern of this vowel is very sirnilar to 

Wuhan. That is, when occurring next to Li], /a/ surfaces as [el. When occurring in an open 

syliable but not next to Li], /a/ surfaces as [Y]. Otherwise /a/ surfaces as [a]. 1 show the 

distributions in (72). 



Distribution 

. . . . . . . ... . .. systematic gaps 

1 have shown for Wuhan how /a/ assimilates both progressively and regressively to Uj and 

surfaces as [el (see section 3.1.3.3). The same happens in Linfen and again 1 analyze this 

as spreading the Comnal feature to /a/, causing /a/ to surface as a front vowel [el. This 

suggests that ü] is underlyingly specified with the place feature Coronal. 



(73) Distribution but wt next to [j] 

/a/ is lengthened in an open syiiable (but not following Li]) to [Y], dnven by the requirement 

of Mandarin syllable structure discussed for Wuhan. Notice in the above table /a/ does not 

assimilate in place to the preceding consonant. Recall in Wuhan /a/, a V-place itself, only 

assimilates to another V-place, not to a C-place. This constraint holds for /a/ in Linfen as 

well. 



daces as fa]: elsewhere 

n 
I 

A::':%i::S::;.::t;yj:.. systematic gaps 

9 
% 

1 

O 

Sequences in the above table are sirnilar to Wuhan and have already been addressed in 

section 3.1.1. For instance, in the sequence /a wl, /a/ does not assimilate to /Y, indicating 

that the place feature is undedyingly absent on W. In sequences /an, a g  Van, and %d, hl 

does not assimilate to a consonant in Linfen either. In the sequence /jaw/, /a/ does not c- 

command /E/ and so does not assimilate to W. 

naw 
law 

To mmmarize the vowel la/, this vowel has three surface variants. [el is found when next 

to 01, a result of place assimilation to the latter. [y] is found in an open syllable but not 

foUowing u], a result of lengthenuig driven by the requirement of syllable structure. [a] is 

i3aw 
xaw 

nan 
lan 

P n  
xan 

na9 
Iaq 

xaq 

lvan 
da w 
Uaw 

xWan 

wan 
x%l) 
v a n  

p w  
jaw 



found elsewhere. Further, /a/ only assimilates in place to another vowel, not consonant, 

and this vowel has to be the closest segment to la/ in structure. 

Before 1 move on to the 1st  vowel, 1 present one more piece of evidence to show that in 

Linfen the place feanire Coronal of [il must be present underlyingly, apart h m  the 

distributional evidence that [il causes a neighboring /a/ to assirdate in place. The evidence 

is diminutive r-suffixation. In Linfen, when the niminutive suffix -r is attached to the stem, 

the following patterns are found (Chen and Li 1996; Wuhan does no< show these patterns 

of r-suffixation). 

(75) R-suffixation patterns in Linfen 

(A) When stem ends with segment other than f i  or in/: 

a --> a.- O --> or u --> UT ia --> iar 

ua --> uar uo --> uor au --> aur au --> aur 

jau -> jaur ja u --> j a r  

(B) When stem ends wih fi or n/: 

(i) i-->iar 

(ii) ai --> ar an --> ar ei --> ar an --> ar 

ian -> ix uai --> uar uan --> uar ian -> iar 

uei --> uar uan -> uar 

The patterns show that when the stem ends with a segment other than fi, II/, /r/ is attached 

directly as the suffix. However, when the stem ends with /i/ or ln/, changes happen. Ia an 

open syllable, /a/ is inserted between the stem and h/ (see 75Bi). In a closed syllable, the 

coda segment of the stem is eliminated when /r/ is attached (see 75Bii). Assuming that /i, d 

are both specifïed with the place feature Coional, and assuming that /r/ is also specified 

with the place feanire Coronal (see Wu 1994 for arguments), I argue that when /r/ is 



attachecl to a stem ending with /i/ or /n/, two adjacent Coronal nodes are found, which 

creates an OCP violation, as expressed below. 

('76) 08 constrabt against two adjacent Conmal segments in rime in Linfen 

Domain : in the rime 

I show how sequences in (75Bi) and (75Bii) are denved. First, 1 show how N + /r/ --> 

[iar] in (75Bi). 

(77) How /i/ + /r/ -> [iar] in Linfen 

(a) Underlying (ignoring other features of /i/ and /r/) 

@) Repair strategy: /a/ inserted 

<-- OCP violation 

v-Pl C-PI 
I I 
Coronal Coronal 



(c) Surface: [iar] 

In (77a), the OCP is violated since there are two adjacent segments both specified with 

Coronal. To solve the problem, in (77b) /a/ is inserted. Since N and Ir1 are no longer 

adjacent to each other on the segment level, the 08 is not vioiated. Hence [iar]. 

HaWig show how sequences in (75Bi) are derived, I show how sequences in (75Bii) are 

derived. 1 take /an/ + Ir/ -> [ad as an example. 

(78) How /an/ + /r/ -> [ar] in Linfen 

(a) Underlying (ignoring other features of fd and Ir/) 

/a/ /n/ + h/ 
... Rt Rt 

I I 
C-Pl C-Pl 

I I 
Coronal Coronal 

@) Repair strategy: In/ deleted 

<-- OCP violation 

(c) Surface: [ar] 



In (78a), the OCP is violated since there are two adjacent segments both specified with 

Coronal. To solve the problem, ln/ is deleted in (78b). Notice unlike (77), /al is not 

inserted here as a repair strategy. The resdt of /a/ insertion wouid be [anar]. 1 assume that 

no extra syllable is allowed in the process of r-s~ffixation.~g Instead, /n/ is deletd Hence 

larl.. 

A comment on the forms au --> aur, au --> aur, jau --> jaur, jau --> jaur in (75A) is in 

order. In these r-suffixed rimes, there are three segments. For instance, in [ a d ,  assuming 

[a) is in the nucleus, there are two segments, [u] and [r], in the coda. This presenu a 

problem for our assurnptions about Mandarin syllable structure, Le., that only one segment 

is allowed in the coda There are two possible solutions here. One is to follow the proposal 

of Wu 1994 for Beijing Mandarin in treating the r-suffïx as a featural suffix, not a 

segmental one ([rur] would then be [aul; superscripi [r] indica~g the feature Retmflex on 

[u]). Thus there is only one segment in the coda in the cases mentioned. The Mandarin 

syilable structure requirement is met. The other solution is to suggest that the Mandarin 

syllable structure assumed only holds of morphologically non-derived forms. In 

morphologically derived forms, a branching coda is allowed. I leave this for frinher 

research. 

To summarize the r-suffixation patterns in Linfen, the vowel /i/ patterns in the same way as 

ln/ (specified with Coronal) in that both resist king adjacent to another coronal segment M. 

Baseci on this behaviour of f i ,  I conclude that the place feature Coronal must be present 

'%bis can be regarded as a constraint in Mandann thai repairs onmt add syüabk. 
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underlyingly on this vowel, supporthg the conclusion drawn earkr from the distributionai 

patterns of [i].*O 

3.2.3.4 la/ --> (a] 

The fourth vowel is /a/, unspecified for place as a cenaal vowel. Like /a/ in Wuhan, /a/ in 

Linfen does not assimilate in place to mother segment. It surfaces as [a]. 1 have addresseci 

the inertness of /a/ for Wuhan, comparing /a/ with the other two central vowels N and hl. 

1-1 
:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.y.y:.:.:.:: . .. .,. ..,.. ..... systematic gaps 

20~lihough the ferinne specificaiion of is suppomd by evidence h m  both the disaibution of [il and 

h m  r-suffixaÉion in the language, the f e ~ m e  specification of the otber vowel [u] (pmposed AS. feamn 

Labial absent underiyingly) is only supported by the dismibution of [u]. 



ion of [a]: continu& 

I'j 
.............................. ...:.:.::...: :.:.:........... systematic gaps 

3.2.3.5 101 --> [O] 

The fifth vowel is /O/, specified with place feanire Labial. This vowel surfaces as [O]. 



(80) Distribution of [O] 

Notice in the above table [O] only appean in an open syllable. Tt is aot found in a ciosed 

syllable (with a coda segment k i n g  either glide or nasal in Mandarin). In this respect 

Linfen is different f?om Wuhan, where [O] does occur in a closed syilable such as [q]. 

Recall that 101 in Wuhan is not affected by default High insertion because of the 

neutraüzation of two phonemes /O/ and M. See section 3.1.4. 

Above is the discussion of the five-vowel system of Linfen, focusing on place feature 

specifications. Linfen has the same vowel inventory as Wuhan in that there are thtee centrd 

vowels, one fiont vowel, and one back vowel. 1 propose that the three central vowels an 

disthguished fiom each other in bat  /a/ is specified with Low and /'4 is specifIed with 

Hi@, with hl unspecified for a height feature. Foliowing the arguments for Wuhan, 1 



propose ttiat the front vowet /E/ and the back vowel /O/ are unspecüied for height based on 

the lack of height contrast among fiont vowels and among back vowels. Further, the front 

vowel /El surfaces through a default d e  of High. The back vowel /O/, however, does not 

receive a default feature High, since such a result [u] would cause surface neutralization 

with another phoneme /ÿ (which ais0 surfaces as [u]), which is not allowed in the 

laquage. I have shown the details of derivations in section 3.1.2 for Wuhan and do not 

repeat them for Linfen. 

Below is a summary of the feanire specifications of the vowels in Linfen. 

High 



3.3 Concluding remarks 

In this chapter I have inmduced two five-vowel inventories in Mandarin. 1 have shown in 

detail, based on the distribution of the surface vowels and their phonology in each 

language, that these five-vowe1 phonological inventories in Mandarin languages are 

identical phonologicaIly and are realized differently on the surface. In particular, the centrai 

vowel /i/ in Wuhan is realized on the surface by assimilation and default, while the same 

vowel is realized simply by default in Linfen. 

Wuhan and Linfen represent two types of five-vowel inventories in Mandarin languages. 

Other five-vowel Mandarin inventories have also k e n  found in my snidy. These languages 

include: Chongqing, Guiyang, Dali, Jishou, Liping, Zigong, Chengdu, Xichang, 

Nanchang, Changde, Shangqiu, Zhengzhou, Linxian, Huhehaote, and Suide. 1 did not 

include these inventories in this chapter for lack of evidence for feanire specifications. 

Recail from this chapter that the evidence for deterrnining feature specifications of a vowel 

inventory (for both Wuhan and Linfen type) cornes from distribution of surface vowels. In 

particular, we notice that in both types the vowel /a/ assimilates in place to a neighboring 

segment [il but not [u], showing that the place f e l ~ r e  of [il is active and thus present 

underlyingly, while the place feature of [u] is inen and thus absent underlyingly. Such 

evidence, however, is not found with the languages given above, according to the available 

data (Chen and Li 1996). 1 take Chongqing for illustration. 

(82) Surface vowel inventory of Chongqing: - 

r 

r 

High 
Mid 
Low 

Central 
Unrounded 

Front Back 
Unrounded Unrounded Rounded . 
1 

e 

Rounded 
U 

I 

O 
ü 1 

a 



The surface inventory is close to that of Wuhan (see 3), but is missing the vowels [a] and 

[Y]. Assuming that [ü] is not an underlying vowel (derived from two vowels) and that [il is 

a surface variant of fi/ (as in Wuhan and Linfen), we have the following five phonemes for 

Chongqing: 

(83) Five phonemes of Chongqing 

i u 

No evidence has been found to support the feature specifications of the vowels in this 

inventory. For instance, there is no assimilation (sînce there is no phoneme /a/, which is 

the target of assimilation in Wuhan and Linfen). There is no due from the OCP. For 

instance, sequences ue] and [ej] are fine (two adjacent coronai segments), as is sequence 

[OU] (IWO adjacent labial segments). The r-suffixation data in this langage do not provide 

any evidence either. It is hoped that hain fieldwork wuld provide more details about these 

languages in order to detennine the naaire of their phonological inventories. 

The languages discussed in this chapter present swng confirmation for the contrastive 

specification approach outlined in Chapter 2. Given that there is only one phonological high 

vowel, this theory predicts that that vowel wouid be inen with respect to place of 

articulation p honology: it contrasts with no other place at iu heighr This prediction is borne 

out in that the surface vowel [u] is not involveci in phonological processes while [il (hm 

/U), is an assimilation trigger in both languages. nie vowel /O/ too requires a f e a ~ e  by 

this theory and this feature spreads (see (28)). 



Chnpter 4 Mandarin four-vowel inventories 

In this chapter 1 examine Mandarin languages with four-vowel inventories. 1 have selected 

for discussion two representative languages, Chengde and Harbin. In section 4.1 1 examine 

the phonological vowel inventory of Chengde. In section 4.2 1 examine the phonoI0gica.I 

vowel inventory of Harbin. In section 4.3 I address the assimilation patterns of central 

vowels arising h m  the discussion of these Mandarin languages. In section 4.4 1 draw a 

conclusion for the chapter. When compared with the five-vowel inventories discussed in 

the previous chapters, it will be seen that two different phonological inventories can be 

realized as the same phonetic inventory. 

4.1 Chengde 

Languages in this type include Chengde, Tangshan, Baoding, Cangzhou, Shijiazhuang, 

Tianshui, Hanzhong, Lingbao, Jinzhou, Yangyuan, Handan, Dandong, Hailar, Yuanyang, 

Hami, Urumchi, Beijing, Tianjin, and Yantai. Chengde is taken as an example for 

illusnation. The data on Chengde corne fiom Chen and Li 1996. 

4.1.1 Consonants 

Fust 1 innoduce the consonant system of Chengde. The surface consonant inventory of 

Chengde is given in (1). 



As discussed in Chapter 2, Mandarin surface consonant inventories Vary mainly in the 

presencelabsence of retmflexes. Arnong the languages we have seen, Wuhan does not have 

remflexes, whereas Linfen does. Chengde also has retroflex consonants. The presence of 

renoflexes in this language implies the existence of the surface vowel Cr]. Recall from 

section 3.1 of Chapter 3 that the apical vowel [t] is the vocalic c ~ n ~ u a t i o n  of a preceding 

retroflex consonant and so only exists when such a consonant precedes. 

I have argued that surface palstals in Mandarin are not underlying consonants but rather 

velu consonants with palataiization. Thus the phonological inventory of Chengde includes 

only five places of articulation, as shown in (2). 

Among different features of consonmts, only place features are relevant for our 

examination of vowels. See Chapter 2 for place feanire specificarions of labial, alveolar, 

dental, retroflex, and velu consonants. Next 1 examine the voweIs. 

4.1.2 Vowel inventory: phonetic 

First 1 provide the surface vowel inventory of Chengde. 

(3) Surf'e vowel inventory of Chengde 
1 

High 
Mid 
Low 

Central 
Unrounded 

1 
a 
a 

Front Back 
Unrounded Rounded ' Unrounded 

1 

e 
L 
Y 

Rounded 
ü u 

O 



Notice that this surface inventory is idemiral with the surface inventory of Linfen (see table 

48 of Chapter 3). 1 will show after discussing Chengde, how two identical surface 

inventories are derived f k m  two differenni phonologid inventories. 

I propose that the surface vowels in table (3) are derived f%om four underlying vowels, 

represented in smictural texms below. 

(4) Sûucniral representations of the four vowels in Chengde 

Low 

This is a two-height inventory. /a/ is a Low vowel and the other dvee are non-low. Among 

the three non-low vowels, there is a front vowel, marked with Coronal, a central vowel, 

unmarked for place f e a m ,  and a back vowel marked with Labial. AU three are 

phonologically non-low and non-high, or in other words unspecified for height 



Next 1 show how the vowels in the surface inventory in table (3) are derivecl h m  the four 

underlying vowels. First I present the distributional patterns of each phonological vowel 

and its surface variants. 

(5) Distributions of each phonological vowei and its surface variants in Chengde 

after a dental consonant in the nucleus 

after a retrofiex consonant in the nucleus 

else w here 

following or preceding @de [j] 

foiiowing or preceding &de [w] 

in open syllable but not following &de u] or [w] 

elsewhere 

The vowei /E/, with a Coronai place feature, hns three surface variants, [il, [II, and [i l .  

This pattern is familiu to us from Linfen. The vowel /O/, with a Labial place feature, 

surfaces simply as [u]. The vowel /a/, with neither place nor height features, has four 

surface variants, [el, [O], [a], and [y] .  Lastly the vowel /a/, with the height feature LQW, 

surfaces simply as [a]. The pattern of this vowei is not strange to us either since we have 

seen it in both Wuhan and Linfen. 

In the next section I go through the distribution of each vowel. Again my discussion is 

focused around two major aspects of the vowels, i.e., the place and the height 

specifications. 1 examine place fist, assuming height feams as proposeci for the moment 

For better illustration, 1 start with the vowel /a/ for this laquage. This is because the 



distribution of this vowel provides crucial evidence for the place specificatioos of the other 

two vowels /E/ and /O/. 

4.1.3 Place features 

4.1.3.1 la /  --> [el, [O], [Y 1, [a 

The vowel /a/ has four surface variants occumng in complementary environments. [el 

occurs when next to the glide [j]. [O] occurs when next to the glide [w]. [Y] occws in an 

open syliable but not following the glide Li]. [a] occurs elsewhere. I present each of the 

distributions beIow. 



(6) Variant [el: next to gli 

-[ . . , . .  , . . . . . . . . . .  . . . . . . , . . . systematic gaps ... .. 

As suggested in the table in (6), the surface vowel [el is always found next to the gliûe Li]. 

In other words the appeûrance of [el is conditioned by the existence of ü]. 1 propose that 

[el is a resuit of place assimilation of /a/ to the neighboring /E/. 1 have shown similu 

assimilation processes in section 3.1.1 of Chapter 3 for Wuhan. I do not repeat them h m .  

The fact that the vowel /E/ (&de Ij] when syllabified in the non-nucleus) affects the 

neighbouring /a/ in spreading its place feature suggests that the place feature C m a l  is 

active in Chengde and so is present underl yin@ y. 



A comment is required on ma/ in the above table. This sequence surfaces as Fe]. For 
instance, /nOEa/ -> In%]. 1 will show in a moment that the vowel /O/ is specified with the 

feature Labial underlyingly. Thus in /nuis/, there are two vowels, /E/ and /O/, both 

specified with a place f e a m .  However, /El spreads the place feahire Coronai to /CI/. /O/ 

dœs not spread the place feature Labial to /a/ causing it to be rounded as [O]. 1 propose that 

this is accounted for by ordering the rule of Coronal spreading before the rule of Labial 

spreading. That is to Say, in the case /nuial surfacing as Ln%], the application of Coronal 

spreading ont0 /a/ applies first and thus blocks the appücation of Labial spreading onto /a/. 

Notice in table (6) the sequence hai/ surfaces as [Vej]. That is, /a/ assimilates in place to 

/E/, not to /O/. I have discussed in section 3.1.1 chat this is because /a/ c-commands /E/, 

not /O/, and the targer m u t  c-command the Ûigger in order for assimilation to occur in 

Mandarin. 



(7) Vaxiant W: next to glide 

[ O 1 ow 1 jow 1 wo 1 

9 
r 

x 

1-1 , , . q . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
. systematic gaps 

This table is a mirror image of table (6). The surface form [O] is found only when next to 

the glide [w]. In other words the appearuice of [O] is conditioned by a neighbouring [w]. 1 

propose the form [O] is a result of place assimilation of /a/ to the @ide [w]. 1 take [tow] 

(%A" and [kW01 ("pot") as exanples and show the processes. 

IJOW 

xow çow 
1 

xWo 



(8) /tao/ -> [tow] ("steal") 

(a) Underlying 
t a O 
Rt Rt Rt 

I 1 I 

C-Pl v-Pl v-Pl 
I I 

Coronal Labial 

(b) /O/ spreading featw Labial onto /a/ 

t a O 
Rt Rt Rt 

1 1 1 

C-Pl v-Pl v-Pl 
I - -  - - -  

- c  - - I 

Coronal Labial 

(c) Surface: [tow] ("steal") 

In (8b) the feature Labial on /O/ sprads regressively ont0 /a/, ~sulting in the Surface fomi 

[tow] . 

(9) --> [kW01 ("pot") 

(a) Underlying kûa/ 

k O 

Rt Rt 

1 I 

C-Pl v-Pl 
I I 

Dorsal Labial 



d 

a 

A / v- 1 

Dorsal / $id 

(c) Spreading of Labial 

A I v-Pl 
/ v-1 6,----- 

Dorsal 



(d) Open syliable vowel lengthening 

d 

Onset Rime 

/' $ /  
Dorsal L ial 

(e) Surface form: [kWo] ("pot") 

In (9c) the feature Labial on 101 spreads progressively onto /al. In (9d) /a/ is lengthenrd to 

take both slots of the rime (1 do not show this in the phonetic transcription). Hence the 

surface form [kWo]. 

The fact that the vowel /O/ affects the neighbowing /a/ in spreading its place feature 

suggests that the place feature Labial is active in Chengde and so is present underlyingly on 

Notice in the above table the sequeace /iau/ surfaces as [iow]. That is, /al assimilates in 

place to /O/, not to El. I have discussed in section 3.1.1 that this is because /a/ c- 

commands /O/, not N, and the target should ccommand the trigger in Mandarin. 



Variant [Y]: in an open syiiable 

The surface form [Y], the third variant of /a/, is found in an open syllable, preceded by a 

consonant. [Y] can be viewed as a lengthened version of /a/. 1 have discussed in Chapter 3 

that the Iengthening of /a/ to [Y) is driven by requirements of syllable structure in Mandarin. 

That is, bimoraicity is required on the surface, and /a/, king the only segment in the rime, 

is lengthened to occupy the two timing dots of the rime. 

The fourth variant of /a/ is [a]. 



riant [al: ekwhere 

1-1 ....,,,... *... 
. ,  . systematicgaps 

[a] occurs 

the above 

assimilate 

in environments other than those for the other three variants [el, [O], and [Y]. In 

table, /a/ is followed by a nasal segment in the coda, [n] or [q]. /al does not 

to the nasal, since /a/ only assimilates to a vowel, not to a consonant, or a C- 

place. Recall that this is aiso true for Wuhan and Linfen. Further, in the above table, when 

/a/ is preceded by a glide ü] - [w] and foilowed by a nasal, it does not assimilate to the 

preceding glide, as it does in other environmcnts such as /h/, Al, kEl, and kO/. 1 have 

discussed sirnilx phenomena for Wuhan and Linfen in Chapter 3. Thar is, the target has to 

c-cornmand the aigger. In these cases /a/ does not c-command the preceding ü] - [w] and 

x, does not assimilate to ü] - [w]. 



I summarize the discussion of the vowel /a/. This vowel has four surface variants occurxing 

in cornplementary dis tribu tion, [el, [O], [Y], and [a]. The fact that /a/ assimilates to /E/ and 

/O/ in place suggests that the place features on these wo segments, Coronal and Labial 

respectively, are active in the phonology and should be both specifed underlyiogly. 

Further, /a/ only assimilates to the segment strucnirally closest to itself, if that segment is a 

possible trigger. 

4.1.3.2 /E/ --r (11, [r], [il 

The second vowel, /E/, has three surface variants in cornplernentary environments. The 

form [il is found only in the nucleus and following a dental consonant. [t] is found oniy in 

the nucleus and following a renoflex consonant. The form [il is found in environments 

other than these. I show the distributions below. 



(12) Where [il is found in Chengde: 

den ta1 

in the nucleus of an open syllable and following a 

The distribution of the surface vowel [il is very limited. It only occurs in die nuclear 

position of an open syllable AND following a dental consonant. 





found in the nucleus Che 

When [il occurs in the nucleus, it follows a labial, coronal, or a dorsal consonant, and is in 

complementary distribution with the other NO vowels [il and [II. 1 have shown in Chapter 

3 the pmcess of /E/ assimilating to the place feature of a preceding dental or ntroflex 

consonant (see sections 3.1.3.1 and 3.2.3.1). The process is not repeated. The surface 

vowel [il is found not ody in the nucleus, but dso in the coda and the onset. 1 show the 

distri butions. 





r-1 ...........,., ,, .... ; systematic gaps 

Since the three voweis 111, Ir], and [il are in complementvy distribution and [il is the most 

widely distributed, 1 ueat them as allophones of underlying vowel m. When 1 discussed 

the vowel /a/, 1 showed that the vowel [il causes the central /a/ to surface as the front vowel 

[el, suggesting thût the place feature on [il is active in the phonology and thus is present 

In section 3.2 of Chapter 3 1 arguai for Linfen that support for the presence of the feature 

Coronal on /E/ cornes not only fkom the distributionai patterns of /E/, but also nom 

diminutive r-suffixation in the laquage. The r-suffixation patterns in Chengde are similar 

to those ia Linfen. That is, /iZ/ patterns in the same way as /n/ (specified with p h  feature 



Coronal) in that both resist king adjacent to another m n a i  segment /r/. This suggests that 

the place featlne Coronal must be present underlyingly on W. 1 do not give deails here; see 

Chapter 3, section 3.2.3.3 for discussion. 

The sirrface form [u] is distributed in the following ways. 

found in the n Che 

When appearing in the nucleus, [u] follows ail types of consonants. Recail that in Wuhan, 

the appeanuice of [u] in the nucleus is condition& by the preceding consonant and is a 

resuît of place assimilation to labial or dorsal consonants. Chengde is different in this 

respect h m  Wuhan but similar to Linfen, Le., [u] in the nucleus is freely distributed. (u] 

is also found in the coda and the onset. 



(1 8) [u] is found in the c 

r-1 ............. , ,..'..... <....... 
, , , . ... .,., . . . . . . . . . . ..... . . . .  . . . . . .  systematic gaps 



is found in the onset in Chengde 

1 showed in my discussion of the vowel /a/ that the vowel [u] causes the centrai A/ to 

surface as a round vowel [O] ,  suggesting that the place feature on [u] is active in the 

phonology and thus is present underlyingly. So the vowel /O/ is specified with a place 

feature Labial. 

4.1.3.4 /a/--> [a] 

The fourth and last vowel is /a/, which sudaces as [a]. 



-1 . . ,  . . systematic gaps 



(21) Distribution of [a] 

, ,  . . , ,  ..,,..... . . . .  ...,.,.., : ,  systernatic gaps 

The distribution of the low vowel [a] is consistent throughout the Mandarin languages. As 

a centrai vowel, [a] never assimilates to other place features, either V-place or a C-place. 

To summarize the discussion of place feanire specifications of Chengde vowels, there is a 

three-way place contrast in the system. The phonology of the language suggesu that the 

place features Coronal and Labial are active and so are specined on the front vowel N and 

the back vowel /O/, respectively. The two central vowels are unspecined for place. F d e ,  

the centrai vowel /a/ assimilates to the place of the other two vowels /E/ and /O/, pviding 

evidence that the place features of the two vowels are active in the phonology. 



4.1.4 Height features 

Having discussed the place feanires, 1 turn to the other aspect of the feaaire specifications, 

height features. Recall that there are four vowels in the present system. 1 have already 

argued that two of hem, the fiont vowel and the back vowel, should be specified with a 

place feature since their place feanires are active in the phonology. Thus, these two vowels, 

/E/ and /O/, are dis~guished fkom the rest of the vowels in the system. There are two 

vowels left, /a/ and /a/, both king central. Following our theory of minimal conmsu, 

these two vowels cm be disthguished from each other, and h m  the rea of the system, by 

introducing the height feature Low on /al. This would result in the following scenario 

regarding height, as shown below in structural representations. 

(22) Proposed phonological height of vowels in Chengde 

/d 
Rt 

n 
V-Place APemne 

I 

Low 

a 
Rt 

n 
V-Place Ap- 
I 

Labial 

Since /E/ and /O/ are only specXed for place and not for height, they aie a d y  quivalent 

to the vowel /a/ in tems of height, i.e., with a bare Apemue node. In other words in 

Chengde there is only a two-way height conûast. 



Now 1 show how the vowels above are realized on the surface in terms of height. In 

particular, since the front vowel /El and the back vowel /O/ axe unspecined for height 

features owing to the iack of contrast, 1 show how these two vowels surfixe. 

Following the discussion in Chap ter 3, 1 assume that the front vowel /E/ and the back 

vowel /O/ surface through a default d e  of Hi*. 1 illustrate with examples how the two 

vowels surface in Chengde. Fit I examine /El. 

The first example is /BE/. /E/ appears in the nucleus. 

(23) How /E/ surfaces as [il after a dental consonant in Chengde 
(a) Underlying /tsE/ 

ts E 
Rt Rt 

1 n 
C-place V-place A ~ e r  

1 I 

Coronal Coronal 
I 

Dental 



(b) Mer syllabitication 
O 

A 
Onset Rime 

I I 

X X 
1 l 

ts E 
Rt Rt 

1 n 
C-place V-piace A ~ e r  

I I 

Coronal Coronal 
I 

Dental 

(cl spl=e;iding 
0 

A 
Onset Rime 

I I 

X X 
I I 

ts E 
Rt Rt 

1 n 
C-place V-piace A F  

I 1 

Caronai Coronal 
--cc- I_/ 

Dental 



(d) Default mie of High on /E/ 
6 

A 
Onset Rime 

I 1 

X X 
I 1 

ts E 
Rt Rt 

1 n 
C-place V-place AL= 
I I I 

1 
I 

Coron a i  Coronai High 

L--- 
Dental 

(e) Lengthening of /E/ 

Coronai Coronal High 

'/ 
Dental 

(0 Surface: [ta] 

After spreading in (23~1, in (23d) High is inseried on /E/. In (23e) /E/ is lengthened to take 

both dots of the rime. Hence the surface fom [BI]. 



The second example is BE/ (surface fonn [fejl). /E/ appears in the coda 

(24) How /faE/ surfaces as [fej] in Chengde 

(a) Underlying 

f a E 
a . .  Rt Rt 

f i  n 
V-Pi Aper ViPI 

(b) Spreading fkom /E/ to /a/ 

f a E 
*.. Rt Rt 

A n 
V-Pl - Aper V-Pi 

- - -  - - -  I 

(c) Default High on N 

A n 
V-Pl Aper V-Pl 

I Ay 

(d) Surface form: [fej] ("fly ") 

In (24b), Coronal is spread ont0 /a/. In (24~) the default nile of High applies to /El, but not 

to /a/. 1 have discussed in Chapter 3 that default High cannot apply to bth vowels since 

two surfaçe high vowels are not ailowed in Mandarin. Default Hi& applies to the coda /E/ 

since the vowel in the coda position has to be a hi& vowel (&de) in Mandarin. Thus 



application of default nile High in the coda bleds the application of the default d e  in the 

nucleus. Hence [pej] . 

(25) How /tEa/ surfaces as [de] in Chengde 

(a) Underlying after syllabification 

/' n 
Coronal Aper V-PL 

I 



(c) Default High on /E/ 

7 C-PI 



(d) Lengthening of kl 

/' n / 
Coronal Aper V-PI / 

I 1, 
High Coronai 

(e) Surface fom: [de] ("iron") 

In (25b) the feature Coronal is spread onto /a/. In (2%) High is inserted on /E/, wkch is in 

the onset, but not on /a/, which is in the nucleus. The reason is similar as above. The 

vowel in the onset position has to be a high vowel (glide) in Mandarin. Further, defauit 

High c m o t  apply to both vowels since two consecutive surface high vowels are not 

aIlowed in Mandarin. In (25d) /a/ is lengthened to take both dots of the rime to meet the 

surface bimoraicity requirement of Mandarin. Hence [de]. 

Above 1 have shown with different examples how /E,/ is realized on the surface in ternis of 

heighr Next 1 show with examples how /O/ is reaüzeû on the surface in terms of height 

The srst example is /mu/ (surface form [mu]). /O/ appears in the nucleus. 



(26) How /O/ surfaces as [u] in Chengde 
(a) Underlying 

0 

A 
Onset Rime 

I 1 

X X 
I I 

m O 

Rt Rt 

t n 
C-place V-place 

I I 

Labial Labial 

(b) Default d e  of High on /O/ 
d 

A 
Onset Rime 

I 1 

X X 
1 I 

m O 
Rt Rt 

1 n 
C-place V-piace A ~ e r  
I I I 

l 
1 

Labial Labial High 



(c) Lengthening of /O/ 

A 
Onset Rime 

Labial Labial High 

(d) Surface: [mu] ("motha") 

In (26b) High is inserted on /O/. In (26c) /O/ is lengthened to take both dots of die rime. 
Hence the surface fom [mu]. 

The second example is /ho/ (surface fom [fow)). /O/ appears in the coda. 

(27) How /bO/ surfaces as [fow] in Chengde 

(a) Underlying 

A A 
V-Pl Aper ViPl Apatiae 



(d) Surface form: [fow] ("deny ") 

In (27b), Labial is spread ont0 /a/. In (27c) the default nile of High applies to /O/, but not 

to /a/. The reason has ken given above. Hence [fow]. 

The last example of /O/ is /k&/ (surface form [kwo]). /O/ appears in the onser 



(28) How /kûe/ surfaces as [kW01 in Chengde 

(a) Underiying 

I C-PI 
A 

v-Pl 
/ \ 

A Al= 
/ V0c;ilic 

/' n 
Dorsal Aper V-Pl 

1 
Labial 

I C-Pl 
/", 

/ 
v-Pl 

\ 
A A p r  

/' 
vocalic 

,='* Dorsal Aper V-Pl ,/ 

1 ,= 
Labial 



(c) Default High on /O/ 

I C-Pl 
A 

v-Pl 
/ 

A 
\ 

/' 
vocalic 
n 

Dorsal Aper V-PI / / 
I 
I 
I b' 

High Labial 

(d) Lengthening of /a/ 

1- n 
Dorsai Aper V-Pl / 

I '/ 
High Labial 

(e) Sudace form: BWo] ("rich") 



In (28b) the feame Labial is spread onto /a/. In (2&) High is inserted on /O/, which is in 

the onset, but not on /a/, which is in the nucleus. The Rason is similw as dixussed above. 

Tn (28d) /a/ is lengthened to take both slots of the rime. Hence P o ] .  

To summarize, 1 have shown in detail how the two non-low vowels /E/ and 101 are realized 

as high vowels on the surface while the third non-low vowel [a] is realized as a mid vowel. 

Below is a SV of the feature specificrtions of the four vowels in Chengde. 

(29) F e a m  specifications of the four vowels in Chengde 

/a/ 
Rt 

A 
V-Place A P e m  

I 

Low 

KY 
Rc 

A 
V-Place A p e m  

I 

Labiai 

Chengde presents smng confirmation for the contrastive specifcation appach  outlined in 

Chapter 2. Given that there are three phonological vowels atone height, tbis theory predicts 

bat  two of the three vowels, /E/ and /O/, would be active with respect to place of 

articulation phonology. This prediction is borne out in that both the surface vowel [il (hm 



/En and the surface vowel [u] (nom /O/) are an assimilation aigger in the language (see 

section 4.1.3.1). 

4.2 Harbin 

The second type of four-vowel inventory I examine in this chapter hcludes languages such 

as Harbin, Qiqihar, Heihe, Jiamusi, Baic heng, Changchun, Tonghua, Shen yang, Chifeng, 

Linhe, Taiyuan, Daüan. 1 take Harbin as an example. Data in Harbin corne f+om Chen and 

Li 1996. 

4.2.1 Consonants 

First 1 inûoduce the consonant system of Harbin. (31) is the surface consonant inventory. 

(30) Surface consonant inventory of Harbin 
IPal?alk 1 

This inventory is very close to the one in Chengde. There are six types of place of 

articulation, including both dentals and rem flexes. There are only a few minor differences, 

such as the contrast between voiced vs. voiceless labial fricative ( [ f l  vs. [v]), which exists 

in Harbin but not in Chengde. 

Fricatives 
Sonorants 

Assuniing that surface palatals in the above table are not undmlying consonants but surface 

naliz;itions of paiatalized velars, 1 propose the foliowing phonological consonant inventory 

of Harbin. 

f, v 
m n. 1 

s S17 G x 
n 



Phono10 fzical inventont 

The place feahire specifications of each type of consonant above have k e n  jiscussed in 

Chapter 2 and are not repeated. Next 1 examine the vowel system. 

4.2.2 Vowel inventory: phonetic 

First 1 present the surface vowel inventory of Harbin. 

The above inventory ciiffers from Chengde (see table 3) in that the back rounded vowel [O] 

is not found in the Harbin inventory. This results fiom the different distributional patterns 

of the vowels in the two languages, as 1 examine next. 

(32) Surface vowel inventory of Harbin 

1 propose that the vowels in the above table are derived h m  the following four vowels. 

r 

High 
Mid 

Low 

(33) Roposed phonological vowel inventory 
I 1 

Front Cenual 
Unrounded 

1 

Y (tense) 
a (lax) 

a - 

Unrounded 
1 

e 

Rounded 
u 

Back 
Umunded - Rounded I 

t u 

L 



Funher the distribution of each of the four vowels is given beiow. 

(34) Distribution of the four vowels in Harbin 

/El --> [il after a dental consonant in the nucleus 

[b] afteraretroflexconsonantinthenucleus 

[il elsewhere 

/y -+ [u] by default 

/a /-- 5 [el following a preceding @ide U i  

[Y] in open syllable but not foilowing giide Ci] 

[a] elsewhere 

/a/ --> [a] 

m a t  is, /E/ surfaces as [il after a dental consonant, as [il after a retrofiex consonant, and as 

[il elsewhere. This pattern resembies al1 the other Mandarin languages. The vowel N is 

placeless and surfaces as [u] by the default rule of labial insertion, as in Linfen (section 

3.2.3.2). I will show in section 4.2.3 why the vowel /i/ lacks place specification 

underlyingly and ~quires a default rule providing a specined place of articulation for it to 

surface. The vowel /a/ has three different variants depending on the environments. [el 

occurs either following or preceding glide U]. [Y] occurs in open syilable but wt following 

glide Ci]. [a] occurs in environrnents other than those. Notice that unlike Chengde, /a/ does 

not have a fourth variant [O]. 1 will address this ciifference in section 4.2.3.1. Finally the 

vowel /a/ surfaces as [a] as in all other Mandarin ianguages. 

Next 1 examine the distribution of ecich vowel, with a focus on the f e a m  specifications 

each vowel canies. 1 examine the place featllzes fïrst. 1 assume height fearures represented 

as in (33), with king high, /E/ and /a/ being mid, and /a/ being low. Further 1 assume 

the following place feature specifications in structurai npresentations. 



(35) place feanne specifications of the four vowels in Harbin 

/El N, /a/, Id 

Rt Rt 

I I 

V-Place V-Place 

I 

Coronai 

As for Chengde, 1 fmt discuss the vowel /a/, since the place feature specifications of two 

other vowels, /E/ and N, depend on the behavior of this vowel. 

4.2.3 Place features 

4.2.3.1 h l  --> [el, [Y], [a] 

The thRe surface variants of /a/occur in complementary distribution, as presented below. 



(36) Whae [el is found in 1 

1 .# ' 
k' 1 k'ej 

' 

kw'ej ~ ' e  1 irwVe 
r 

The surface form [el is found only next to the @ide u]. In other words the existence of [el 

is conditioned by the appearance Li]. This cm be viewed as a result of assimilation between 

the nvo segments. More specifically the glide U], a front vowel itself, causes [el to be 

bnted. 1 do not repeat the assimilation process. 

1 address the sequence AEa/ in the abve table. 1 take [de] (undedyingly /&a/) as an 

example to show the derivations of this sequence. 



(37) How /niEa/ is reaiized as [I&] (ignoring height feaaaes) 

(a) After syllabification 

C-PI I 

/ \  \ v-PI 
Vocalic Vocalic 

' A  
Coronal Aper Aper V-Pl 



@) Spreading Conmal onto hl 

/ \  \ v-Pl 
V d c  vocalic I 

/ 
I 

l n  
/ 

I 
I 

Coronal Aper Aper V-PI ,#' 

I I I' 

High Coronal 



(c) Default Labial and Dorsal on liI and cief..uk Hi@ on /E/ 

I A\ A / 
Coronal Aper V-Pl V-PL Aper V-Pl / 

1 1 r I 
I l I 
I 1 I ' /  

High Labial Dorsal High Coronal 



(d) Coaiescence of N and N and lengthening of /a/ 

Onset 
.'--', 

Rime 

C-PI I 

' A /  
High Labial Coronal 

(e) Surfixe: [n%] ("'malaria") 

After spreading in (37b), in (37c) default d e s  of Labial and Dorsal appiy to N and default 

mie of High applies to N. In (37d) W and N coalesce as [ü] ([a as a glide), and /a/ is 

lengthened to take both dots of the rime. Hence [de]. 

nie second surface variant of PI is [Y]. Its distribution is given below. 



found in Harbin: not following 

...................... . :. , ,  . . . .........l..l:...ll.......... . .........l..l:...ll.......... . .........l..l:...ll.......... systematic gaps 

The surface form [Y] is found in an open syuable. This is not strange to us, as the same 

pattern bas been seen in the other languages discussed in this thesis. Recall that [Y] is a 

result of lengthening /a/ on the surface, dnven by the syllable structure requirement of 

Mandarin languages in general. Mon specifically, b/, the only segment in the rime (open 

syllable), is lengthened so as to take up both dots of the rime. The pmcess of lengthening 

has been shown for the language Wuhan and is not repeated here. 

In the above table the sequence F a /  surfaces as I ~ Y ] .  This can be compared with anotha 

sequence that has been discussed, /~a/, which surfaces as [je] (see table 37). In both cases 

/a/ is preceded by a glide. While glide causes /a/ a/ be beted on the surface as [el, giide 



[w] does not affect /a/ in this respect and hl is lengthened in the same way as in a /Ca/ 

sequence. This suggests that while the place feanirr on U] is active in Harbin, the place 

f eam on Lw] is not This difference between [j] and [w] will be seen again next when 1 

examine the uiird variant of /a/. 

The ihird variant of /a/ is [a]. The distribution is given below. 

(39) W h m  [al is found in Harbin: elsewhere 

The surface fom [a] is found in environments other than those for [el and IV]. That is, [a] 

is found in a closed syllable, foiIowed by either a nasal, [n] or [ql, or @ide [w]. In such an 



environment, /a/ is not Iengthened (unlike M), since it occurs in a closeù syllable and both 

positions of the rime are occupied nor does /a/ assimilate to a neighbouring segment, 

though for different reasons. When the neighbouring segment is a nasal, /a/ fails to 

assimilate since it only assimilates to a vowel, not a consonant, as has already been 

discussed. 

When the neighbouring segment is [w], /a/ does not assimilate either. For instance, in the 

sequence /aw/, no assimilation happens. The sequence surfaces as [aw]. This can be 

compared with the sequence /aj/. When /a/ is foilowed by glide ü], Li] causes hl to be 

fronted as [el, giwig [ej] (see table 36). This inciicates that the place f e a m  on [j] is active 

in Harbin whereas the place feature on [w] is inert. Recail that above I have mentioned a 

parallel situation. When /a/ is preceded by &de [j] or [w], it becornes fkonted because of ] 

but not rounded because of [w]. Hence the surface sequences [je] vs. [Wa]. Based on these 

differences between Li] and [w] in their ability to affect a neighbourùig /a/, I conclude that 

the place ferme Coronal is underlyingly present on Lj] whereas the place feature Labial is 

underlyingly absent on [w]. 

Another point 1 address in (39) is sequences such as [~aw], [Jan], and [ j a ~ ~ l .  Recd that in 

Mandarin the target of spreadiding must c-command the mgger. There are two potential 

triggers both c-commanding /a/ in these sequences. 1 have already discussed that the target 

/a/ c-cornmands either a nasal or a glide [w] in these cases. We know that kl does not 

assimilate to a nasal (consonant), and glide [w] is unspecified for place feature 

underlyingly. Hence no assimilation in these cases. 

To surnmarize the discussions on /a/ in Harbin, this vowel surfaces as tbree variants 

depending on the environment. /a/ assimilates in place to the glide [j] but aot [w], 

suggesting that the place feature Coronal is active and underlyingly present on Ij] but the 



place feature Labial is inert and thus underlyingly absent on [w]. Further, there are two 

assimilation constraints on /a/, which are identical to the constraints required in the other 

three Mandaria languages Wuhan, M e n ,  and Chengde. 

4.2.3.2 /El --> [II, [t], [il 

The vowel /E/ surfaces as [il after a dental consonant, as [t] after a retmflex consonant, and 

as [il elsewhere. This pattern has been seen repeatedly in the other three languages that 

have been examined. I show the distributions of each variant in Ha16in. 

found Harbin: the nucleus after consonant 

The fom [I] is only found in the nucleus and foliowing a dental consonant 



Where [r] is found in M i n :  in the nucleus after a retrofiex consonant 

The fom [il is only found in the nucleus following a ntroflex consonant The two forms 

[il and [II fom a complementary distribution wish the diird vowel [il, as show below. 



in the nucleus Harbin 

k' ~ ' i  

When [il appears in the nucleus, it follows consonants other than dentals or renoflexes. [il 

also appears in the coda and onse t, as s hown in the foliowing two tables. 



:an in the c :oda in Harbin 

I"""':""::::;I . . . . . ............:.. . - 
. . * . .. . . i . .. A'...', . ....... . . . . ,, . ....~,,.....,. . . . . . , . . , .... systematic gaps 

n 
' 1  

naj 
lai 



~ a r s  in the onset in Harbin 

Based on the complementary distribution of the three surface vowels [il, [t], and [il, 1 

propose that they form one phoneme /E/ (given that [il is the form with the widest 

distribution). The two variants [il and [t] are denved through place assimilation to the 

preceding consonant, as 1 have shown for the other three languages. 1 do not repeat the 

process hae. The vowel /E/ is specifed with a place feature Coronal, as we saw earlier that 

the place feature on /E,/ is active in the phonology in that /E/ causes a neighbouring hl to be 

hnted on the smface. 

That the feature Coronal is present on /E/ underlyingly is supported not ody by the 

disû1iutional partems of /E,/, but also by the diminutive r-stttlkation in the language. The r- 



suffibcation patterns in Harbin are similar to Linfen and Chengde. That is, /E/ pattems in the 

same way as /n/ (specified with place feature Coronal) in that both resist king adjacent to 

another coronal segment /ri. This suggests that the place feature Coronal must be present 

underlyingly on /E/. I have presented the details for Linfen (section 3.2.3.3 of Chapter 3) 

and do not repeat them h m .  

4.2.3.3 HI a-> [u] 

The third phonological vowel 1 propose for Harbin is W, which relates to the surface form 

[u]. I show the disaibu tion of [u] in (45). 



(45) Distribution of [u] 
a) bl in b) [u] in the Onset 
Nucleus 

c) [u] in the Coda 

-1 '.", ..... C'.','.','.... (, . . . . . systernatic gaps 

The vowel [u] appears in the nucleus, the onset, and the coda. As 1 have discussed above, 

unlike the other vowel [il, [LI] does not affect the place feame of a neighbouring schwa 

(see sequences [aw], [jaw]). Given that the place feature of [u] is inert in the 

language, I propose that [u] is underlyingiy unspecified for a place feature, which is 

equivalent to N. /5/ surfaces by a defauit rule of Labial indon. 

4.2.3.4 /a/ --> [a] 

Lady is the vowel /a/, which always surfaces as [a]. 



.stribution of [a] (to be continu&) 

r-1 
.:.:.:.:i*:.:k::i.:.:.:.:.: ........,..,..,.,.,..,.,... systematic gaps 



(46) Distribution of [ 

.:.: . ;, ~.,...y~+:.x?p: . . .  . systematic gaps 

The low centrai vowel /a/ in Harbin patterns in the same way as /a/ in the other three 

languages. 

To summarize, I have examined the place feature specifications of the four proposeci 

vowels, based on both the disnibutional patterns and the phonological behavior of the 

suface vowels in the ianguage. The place feanire of the front vowel N, iike dl three other 

Mandarin languages 1 have examined, is active and so is present underlyingly. The other 

three vowels are unspecified for place, among whic h the vowel /l/ is unspccised for place 

as shown by the iwrmess of the place feature. 



4.2.4 Height features 

1 propose the following height specüications for the 4 vowels in Hattrin. 

(47) Vowel inventory of Harbin 
7 

That is, a three-way height contrast is found for central vowels. Thus two height features 

are required to d i s~gu i sh  between them. Low is marked on /al and High is marked on N. 

/a/ is wispecified for both height and place. The fourth vowel /E/ is the only front vowel in 

the system. Since /E/ does not contrast with any other segment in terms of height, it does 

not have to be specifed for a height feam. As we have seen, it is spemfied for the place 

feature Coronal. This dis~guishes /E,/ h m  the other three vowels. Since /E/ is unspecified 

for height owing to lack of contrat, it is equivalent to a mid vowel. /E/ sufaces through a 

default rule of High insemon. I have shown similar details of height daivations of the b n t  

vowel for Chengde and do not repeat them here. 

1 summarize the feature specificaaons of the four vowels in Harbin in smictural 

representations. 



(48) Structurai representations of feature specifications of the four vowels in Harbin 

A 
V-Place A P ~  

I 
Low 

4.3 Conclusion 

In this chapter 1 have introduced two types of four-vowel Mandarin inventories. In 

particular the two inventories are similar in that there is a front vowel active in the 

phonology that causes changes in the place of a neighboring rhwa. However, the two 

types differ in the behavior of the surface round vowel lu] in that this vowel is active in 

Chengde but inen in Harbin. 

The languages examined in this chapter include aii four-vowel-inventay lanpages in Chen 

and Li 1996. It is s t r ikhg  that no other four-vowel inventories are found. One could 

imagine various types; a few are presented schematicaiiy hm: 



Front Central 

X X 

X 

X 

(c) Front Cenal Back 

(b) Front Centrai 

X X 

X 

X 

(d) Central Back 

X X 

X 

X 

Although these inventories are not found in Mandarin, it is not impossible that they could 

be found in other languages. 

The two types of four-vowel inventories found in Mandarin languages cm be compared 

with the two types of five-vowel inventories in Chapter 3. 1 lay out the similaritics and 

differences. 

In a l l  four types of languages, /a/ assimilates in place to an adjacent vowel. While this 

vowel cm be either [il or [u] in Chengde, it can only be [il in Wuhan, Linfen, and Harbin. 

The assimilation of /a/ is the major evidence for place feanire specfications in the four 

languages. The assimilation of the centrai vowel /a/ can be compared with two other centrai 

vowels, N and /a/. 1 summarize the patterns in the following table. 



(49) Assimilation patterns of the three centrai vowels in Mandarin languages: "yes" for 

The above table sugpsts that /a/ assimilates in al1 Mandarin languages under study; N 

assimilates, but only in one laquage, Wuhan, not in the other languages where it is 

present. /a/ never assimilates in Mandarin languages. This pattern can be interpreted in 

smictural terms. As I proposed, /a/ is unspecified for any feature (see, for instance, the 

representation in (48)). Thus /a/ is more ready (by king unspecified for feanire) to take on 

feames from other segments, compared with N and /a/, which are specified with a height 

feature. The inertness of the vowel /a/ is discussed by Wu 1994 in Beijing Mandarin. She 

proposed that /a/ lacks a V-place node. Thus spreading of place feature nodes fkom other 

segments is impossible with /a/ owing to the lack of a docking site. A different approach to 

the pattern in (49) is to foiîow the idea of vowel dispersion. The low cenaal /a/ is less likely 

to assimilate than the mid central /a/, or the high central N, because /a/ is at a penphery of 

the aiangle already; the other vowels end up at the periphery of the triangle through 

assimilation . 

assidation; "no" for no assimilation 

The four types of languages share some common constraints, as listed below. Constraint 1 

is on the domain of spreading, Le., the target of spreading must c-command the tigger (see 

(40) of Chapter 3). Consnaint 2 is on the locality of spreading, Le., the trigger and target 

must à adjacent to each other at the segmental level (see (17) of Chapter 3). Constra.int 3 is 

a structural constraint on the assimilation of /a/, Le., /a/ in Mandarin only assindates to a 

vowel, not to a consonant (see (37) of Chapter 3). Constraint 4 is on the appIication of the 

1 

hl 

b/ 

/a/ 

Wuhan 

yes 

yes 

no 

Linfen 

no 

yes 

no 

Chengde 

vowel not present 

yes 

no 

E 

Harbin 

no 
1 

yes n 

no 



default d e  High, Le., the default d e  inserting High only applies to a nuclear vowel when 

it is singly linked with a place feanire (see (57) of Chapter 3). Consrraint 5 is an 0 8  

constraint against complex segment *[PT, i.e., two Labial features within a segment are 

not allowed in Mandarin by the 0 8  (see (1 1) of Chapter 3). Constraint 6 is a snicniral 

complexity constra.int. i.e.. a consonant c m o t  have a secondary articulation if its place 

feanire has a dependent (see (13) and (70) of Chapter 3). This constra.int rules out complex 

segments such as *[dl and *[dl. Consaaint 7 is against two underlying identicai vowel 

sequences, i.e., *a/V l-V1/u (see (54) of Chapter 3). Constraint 8 is on vowel-vowel 

sequence, i.e.. two consecutive surface high vowels are not aüowed in Mandarin (see (51) 

of Chapter 3). These shared consaints are summarized in Appendix 1. 

The languages examined in this chapter lend funher support to the conhastive specification 

approach pursued in this study. In Chengde, there are three phonological vowels at a 

panicular height (/E/, /a/, and /O/). The theory predicts that only two of them need to be 

specified for place feature. This is bom out by the phonology in the language in that the 

two vowels specifïed for a place feature (N and /O/) are both mggers of place assimilation. 

In Harbin, there are two vowels at a particular height (JE/ and /a/). The rheory predicts that 

only one of them needs to be specified for place feature. This is again bom out by the 

phonology of the language in that only the vowel specified for a place feature (/E/) is a 

nigger of place assimilation in the Ianguage. 

This chapter completes my survey of Mandarin languages with four and five vowel 

inventories. These are of limitai configurations, as discussed in these two chapters. To rny 

knowledge, no Mandarin language has fewer than four vowels phonologically. For 

instance, Qingdao has six vowels and Anqing seven. The maximum I have found is eight 

(Yangzhou). These languages elaborate their inventories in expected ways. For instance, 

they add vowels with spezified place. They are l e s  interesting, perhaps, phonologically 



because more feanires must be specified in order to capture the conûasts with the system. 

Thus, 1 leave these for funher snidy. 



Chapter 5 Theoretical issues 

In this chapter I address some theoretical issues arising h m  the discussion in Chapters 3 

and 4. In section 5.1 1 discuss the issue of the procedure of feature specifications in vowel 

inventories. In section 5.2 I discuss the issue of markedness revealed by the Mandarin 

vocalic inventories examined in Chapters 3 and 4. In section 5.3 I conclude the chapter. 

5.1 Procedure of feature specifications in vowel inventories 

In Chapter 2 1 discussed the two major factors that determine feature specifications, 

namely, phonological processes in the Ianguage and contrasts in the system. 1 also showed 

that specification of feanires involves ordenngs. In particulu, for a vowel inventory, since 

there are two aspects of vowel features. place and height, the ordering of these two 

properties makes a crucial difference in the process of specification (see section 2.1.1 of 

Chapter 2). In this section 1 show with the Mandarin languages presented in Chapm 3 and 

4 how different ordenngs could yield different inventories. In particular, 1 compare the 

results of the two different orderings, i.e., place-feanues-first vs. height-Features-first, for 

each type of inventory. Before 1 tum to the Mandarin languages, 1 give a brief review of the 

literature. 

5.1.1 Literature review 

Walker 1993 proposes that there is a fixed feature hierarchy, or ordering, in the process of 

specification of feames. In parficular, she argues that height f e a m s  are specif7ed prior to 

place feafures. Within the height features, Walker f d e r  argues that Low is specifïed @or 

to High (if High is necessary at all). Within place features, Labial is ordered pnor to 

Coronal (if Coronal is necessary at ail) since Coronal is assumed to be universally less 

marked than Labial. I take the following five-vowei inventory to illustrate her idea. 



(1) Hypothetical vowel inventory : Walker ' s (1 993) procedure of feature specifications 

Step I : 

1 U 

e O sepmte Low f?om non-Low 

Low a 

Step 2: 

High 1 u among non-low, separate High nom non-High 

e O 

Low 

Steps 3&4: 

Labial 

High 1 1 u îmong High, sepante Labial from non- 

O among non-Low non-High, sepamte Labial 

In each step the positive value of the feame is specified. In the f h t  step, the feanirc Low is 

specified on /a/, distinguishiag /a/ from the rest of the systern. In step 2, amoag non-low 

vowels, the feature High is specified on and lu/, disbguishing these two vowels i b n  N 

and /O/. f i  and /O/ are unspecified for height feature. In steps 3 and 4, the feanire Labial is 

specified on /u/ to dis~guish lu/ h m  /i/ (both High), and the feature Labial is specined on 

/O/ to dis~guish /O/ h m  /e/ (both non-low and non-Hia). rii my te-, this inventory is 

acaially bener thought of phonologically as in (2). 



(2) Phonological inventory [i, u, e, O, a] in (1) 

i u 

a O 

a 

Zhang 1996 takes up the issue of ordenng of feanire specfication, arguing that 

specification of place features cannot be fued universaiiy. I take Written Manchu to 

illustrate his idea. 

(3) Vowel inventory in Written Manchu: (Zhang 1996) 

Step 1: 

1 U 

u separate Low from non-Low 

a 

Low a 3 

Steps 2 and 3: 

ATR i u arnong non-low, distinguish by ATR 

O 

ATR a among Low, distinguish by ATR 

Low a 3 



ATR a 

am>ng Low non-ATR, separate Labial h m  

non-la bial 

Labial 

Step 5: 

Coronal 

among non-Low ATR, separate Coronal 

from non-Coronal 

U 

ATR a 

Low a 1 
Labial 

In step 1, the f e a m  Low is specified on /a/, /a/, and hl, to dis~gu i sh  these three vowels 

fiom the rest of the system. In steps 2 and 3, among Low vowels, the f e a m  ATR is 

specified on /a/ to distinguish /a/ from /a/ and hl; among non-Low vowels, the feature 

ATR is specified on N and /u/ to distinguish them h m  M. In step 4 between the two Low 

non-ATR vowels, the feature Labial is specified on /5/ to distinguish it from /a/. Labial is 

specified sincc it triggers rounding hamony in the language. In step 5, among the two non- 

Low ATR vowels, the feature Coronal is specified on the vowel /id to dis~gui sh  it nom 

/u/. Coronal is specified since it tnggers palataüzation in the lanpage. Thus the place 

features Coronal and Labial are ordered differently at different heights. Steps 4 and 5 can 

be o r d d  in either way without cnating different results. 



Having presented some of the literame regarding the ordering of featiire specificatioas, 1 

now discuss tbe orderings with the Mandarin vowel inventories presented in Chapters 3 

and 4. For each type of Mandarin language, 1 wili compare the resuits h m  different 

orderings and show the ordering of f e a m  specification 1 propose for Mandarin languages. 

I resmct myself to place More height and height before place and do not examine 

specifications that would result nom the intermingling of these features (e.g., I do not look 

at the ordering iike Coronal-Low-Labial-High or Coronal-Low-High-Labial). 

5.1.2 Procedure of feature specifications in Mandarin lrnguages 

1 stvt with the Chengde-type inventory, discussed in Chapter 4. Recaii that there are 4 

vowels in this language. Suppose we separate place features first 1 show the relevant steps 

involved in the process.* l 

(4) Chengde: steps in place-feature-first spdcation 

Step I : 

Coronal 

21~otice the symbois used are d a ç e  foms. 



Step 2: 

Step 3: 

Coronal Labial 

1 

Low 

among non-Coronal, separate Labial from 

non-labial 

among non-Coronal non-Labial, separate Low 

from non-hw 

Based on distribution and phonology (see Chapter 4), the Chengde underlying system 

includes one front vowel, one back vowel, and two cenaal vowels. In step 1 ,  the front 

vowel is distinguished from the non-front vowels and is assigned a place feature, Coronal. 

In step 2, among the non-front vowels, the back vowel is distinguished from the non-back 

vowels and is assigned a place feanire, Labial. In step 3, the two non-front non-back 

vowels are distinguished from each other, and bom the rest of the system, in that the low 

central vowel is specified with a height feanire, Low, and the mid central vowel left 

unspecified for height feature. Since the mid central vowel is unspecified for height, 

phonologically it is at die same level of height as the fiont and the back vowels. In other 

words, al1 three vowels are unspecified for height and so at the same height level. 

Following are the results of feahin specifications. 



(5) Feature specifications of vowel inventory in (10): place specification k t  then height 

/ '  /a/ KY 
Rt Rt Rt 

A ,", A 
V-Place Apaaire V-Place APemne V-Place Apaaire 

I I 

Coronal Labial 

/d 
Rt 

A 
V-Place A F ~  

I 

Low 

Notice above there are only two phonological heights, Low (1 vowel) and non-Low (3 

vowels) (also argued for by Wu 1994 for Beijing Mandarin). 1 have shown in Chapter 4 

how the three non-Low vowels surface in terms of height. 

Next 1 examine the other alternative for the ordering of feanne specificaaons in Chengde, 

Le., the height-feature-fit. 1 show below the relevant steps in the pmess. 

(6) Chengde: steps in height-feature-first specification 

Srep 1: 1 u 

L separate Low h m  non-Low 

Low a 



Srep 2: 

Step 3: 

High i u among non-Low, separate High hm non- 

;a Hi& 

Low a 

High i u 

a 
Low a 

arnong High, which one do we choose? 

In step 1 we distinguish the low vowel from the non-low vowels by assigning the low 

vowel /a/ a height feature Low. In step 2, among non-low vowels, we m e r  distinguish 

high vowels from non-high vowels by assigning the two high vowels a height feature 

High. The ordering of steps I and 2 is not important. That is, we cm either separate the 

feature Low first, or we can separate the feanire High f m ~  As 1 discussed in Chapter 4, no 

phonology involving height features has ken found in Chengde (or in the other Mandarin 

languages under study). The specifications of height features above are determined by 

contrasts. 

We see fiom step 2 that there is only one Low vowel and one non-bw non-High vowel. 

However, there are two High vowels. They need to be funher distinguished h m  each 

other. A place feanue is required. Either the feature Coronal is specified on /id, or the 

feature Labial is specified on lu/, but not both. This is fine with a language in which only 

one vowel, not both, is found to be active. However, a problem arises with a language in 

which both vowels are found to be active. This is the situation with the Chengde-type 

languages, as discussed in Chapter 4. 

Recail that in Chengde, b a h  the ftont vowel /E/ and the back vowel /O/ are active in the 

phonology in that they both affect a neighboring schwa More specfically, when /id 



neighbors schwa, it causes schwa to be fronted to [el. SimiIarly, when /u/ neighbors 

schwa, it causes schwa to be rounded to [O]. Thus in this language the place features of 

both vowels are active and should both be present underlyingly. 

This assimilation pattern cm be accommodated under the place-feanire-first ordering, as 

shown in (3). That is, the place features of the front and back vowels are active and so 

must be present underlyingly, requiring two place features Coronal with /5/ and Labial with 

14. The other two vowels in the system, /a/ and /a/, are central and are disthguished frwi 

each other, and b m  the rest of the system, by the height feature Low. 

1 summarize the two different ordenngs of feature specifications with respect to the 

Chengde-type inventory. The ordering of height-features-fust is empiricaüy inadequate. As 

we see, if height fearures are specified prior to place features, three heights are defined, 

which is based on the phonetic heights in the language given thnt there is no evidence to 

suggest otherwise. With three heights, and funher two vowels at the Kigh level, a place 

feature, and one ONLY, is needed in order to distinguish the two High vowels. However, 

in Chengde and similar Ianguages, both of the two vowels assignecl High under height- 

place specification are active in the phonology, triggering place assimilation of a 

neighboring schwa. Thus both should be specified for a place feature. As we see. this 

problem does not exist with the other ordenng, Le., place-fïst. For this reason, 1 propose 

that for the Chengde type of Mandarin Imguages, place feanires should be specified prior 

to height features. 

Next 1 discuss a second type of Mandarin laquage, Harbin, with respect to the ordering of 

vowel feature specincations. Recd h m  Chapter 4 that there are four underlying vowels in 

the Harbin inventory. First I discuss the ordering of place-feame-fifit (as required in 

Chengde). 1 show the seps involveci in the process. 



(7) Harbin: steps in place- feature-fast spec5cation 

Srep 1: 

Step 2: 

" P- among non-Coronal, separate Low h non-Low 

Step 3: 

Coron al 

High 

E l a  among non-Coronal non-Low, separate High fiam 

In Chapter 4 1 bave shown, based on distribution and phonology, that there are three 

central vowels and one front vowel in Harbin. In step 1, the front vowel is distingiiished 

h m  the other 3 vowels by king given the place feature Coronal. In steps 2 and 3, the 

three central vowel are fiirther distinguished in that /a/ is assigned the height f e a m  LOW, 

W is assigned the height feature High, and /a/ is left unspecified. Again the ordering 

betweeu steps 2 and 3 is flexible. FolIowing are the rcsults of feature specincation, 



Low 

(8) 

Notice that the fiont vowel /E/ is specified with only a place f e a m .  1 discussed in Chapter 

4 that this vowel surfaces as high through a default d e .  

Feature specincations of Harbin vowel inventory: place specified f k t  then hei; 

1 

- 

Next I show how vowel features are specified in Harbin with the ordering height-feature- 

first. 



(9) Harbin: steps in height-feature-ht spdcation 

Srep 1: 

i i 

a sepante Low h m  non-Low 

Low a 

Step 2: 

High i i among non-Low, separate High fiom non-High 

a 

Low a 

Step 3: 

Comnal 

High i ( i among High, separate Coronal fiom nonCrnonal 

a 

Low a 

in step 1, the low vowel /a/ is dis~guished from the non-low vowels and is assigned the 

height feature Low. in step 2, among non-Low vowels, the high vowels N and A/ are 

distinguished from the non-Iow and non-high vowel hl; the two high vowels are assigned 

the height feanin High. The ordering between steps 1 and 2 is flexible. In step 3, the two 

Hi@ vowels need to be fiinher distinguished fkom each other. 1 discussed in Chapter 4 that 

the front vowel /id should be specified with the place f e a m  Coronal, based on its 

dismbution and phonology in the language. Following are the results of feanire 

specifications with the ordering heigh t- fearure-kt. 



(10) Feature specifications of Harbin vowel hventory: height specifications first then place 

N 
Rt 

/', 
A~emne V-Plaçe A~emne 

I I 

High 

Low 

CompaMg (10) with (8), the two results from the two diffaent orderings of feanire 

specincations, we see that the ciifference lies in the fiont vowel, N in (10) and /V in (8). In 

(10). we s t a n  h m  height feanires. Whiie there is only one Low vowel and one non-Low 

non-High vowel, there are two High voweis, f i  and /pl. f i  and N are further dis~guished 

in that N is specified with Coronal. Thus the b n t  vowel r i  is specified with a height AND 

a place feam. 

However, in (8). we start h m  place features. The front vowel, IEJ, is specified as Coronal 

and is thus distinguished fkom the other vowels in the system. /i/ surfaces as the high 



vowels [il, 03, and [tJ through a default d e  of iaserting Hi&. This shows that the same 

vowel inventory could have different feature specincations, particdariy the front vowel in 

the case of Harbin, depending on the ordering of feature specifications. Both give the same 

results ernpincally. 

There are pros and cons to both alternatives discussed. With place-feature-first, the k t  

vowel is ody specified with one feature, Coronal. However, an e x m  default rule which 

h e m  High is required. On the other hand with height-feature-ht specincation. the front 

vowel is specüied with two feanires, Coronal and High. One more feature is specified on 

f i .  However, no default rule inserting High is required. 

1 assume the place-feature-first ordering. The reasoning is as follows. 1 assume that a 

default nile, in this case High on the front vowel, is part of the language-universal 

principles of phonology. This c m  be understood in that a default rule is buiit into a child's 

language capacity. On the other hand, an extra feature specified on a vowel (the feanve 

High in ihis case) cm be regardeci in that some extra leaniing/rnemory is required in order 

to acquire that feature. 1 assume that it is more important to keep specified features as few 

as possible, than to avoid a defauit rule. For this reason, 1 prefer (8), resulting fkom the 

ordering place-feature-first. 

Next 1 discuss the third type of Mandarin language, Wuhan/Linfen, with respect to the 

feature-specification ordering issue. Recail that both Wuhan and Linfen have the same 

inventory, though they d . e r  in the way the vowel N surfaces. I mat the two inventories as 

one for the present purposes. F i t  1 discuss the place-feanin-tirst alternative. 1 show the 

steps involved in the process. 



(1 1) WuhanLiden: steps in piace-feanire-first speciiicatioa 

Step 1: 

Coronal 

Coronai 

{ 

Law 

Step 4: 

Coronal 

E 

O arnong non-Coronal, separate Labial from non- 

Labial 

Labial 

O among non-Coronal and non-Labial, 

separate Low h m  non-Low 

Coronal Labial 

High 

LQw 

among non-Coronal non-Labial and non-Low, 

E O separate High from non-High 



1 discussed in Chapter 3 that there are three central vowels, one front vowel, and one back 

vowel in the system, based on both distribution and phonology. In step 1, the front vowel 

/El is distinguished from the other 4 vowels by king assigned Coronal. In step 2, mong 

the non-front vowels, the back vowel /O/ is dis~guished h m  the non-back vowels and is 

assigned the feature Labial. The ordering between steps 1 and 2 is indeterminate. In steps 3 

and 4, the three non-front and non-back vowels are further distinguished in that the low 

vowel /a/ is specified with the height feahw Low, the high vowel A/ with the height f e a m  

High, and the mid vowel /a/ left unspecified for any feature. Following are the results of 

feature specificarions with place- feature-fkt 





Step 2: 

High i i among non-Low, separate High fkn non- 

High 

a O 

Step 3: 

High i I i  among High, separate Coronal from non- 

Low a 

Step 4: 

Coronal Labial 

High i l i  , 
a I o  among non-Low non-High, separate Labial 

In step 1, the low vowel /a/ is dis~guished from the non-low vowels and is assigned the 

height feanire Law. In step 2, among non-Low vowels, the high vowels ri and N are 

distinguished fkom the mid vowels /a/ and /O/; the two high vowels are assigned the height 

feature High. The ordering between steps 1 and 2 is flexible. There are two High vowels 

and two non-hw non-High vowels. In step 3, the two High vowels are distinguished 

h m  each other in that the front vowel /id is specined with the piace feature Corood, since 



this feature is active in the language (recall h m  Chapter 3). In step 4, the two non-low 

and non-High vowels are furtfier disthguished fmm each other in that the back vowel /d is 

specified with the place feature Labial, since the other vowel at this height level is central. 

The ordering between steps 3 and 4 is flexible. FoUowing are the results of feature 

specification with the height-feature-first ordering. 

(14) Feature specifications of WuhanLinfen vowel inventory: height h t  then place 

N 
Rt 

A 
V-Place A F ~  
I I 

Caronal High 

Apanrre 
l 

High 

Apaure 
I 

Low 

Comparing (14) with (12), we notice that the major Merence between the two different 

orderings is the front vowel, fd in (14) and N in (12). This resembles the situation f o d  



in Harbin, discussed in section 4.2 of Chapter 4. That is, with the place-feature-fmt 

ordering, the fiont vowel is specified with only one feature, Coronai, but needs a default 

d e  inserthg High. On the other hand, with the height-feature-first ordering, the front 

vowel is specifed with two features, Coronal and High; no default d e  inserthg High is 

required. 1 have discussed for Harbin that it is more important h m  a language acquisition 

point of view, to keep the specfied features as few as possible, than to avoid a default d e .  

For this reason, 1 prefer the inventory in (12), which resulu fiom the ordenng place- 

feature- first. 

To summarize, 1 have compared the two different feature-specification orderings with 

respect to the Mandarin vowel inventories presented in Chapters 3 and 4. AU three types of 

inventories suggest that the ordering of place-feanire-first is to be preferred over height- 

feature-fmt, but for different reasons. For Harbin and Wuhan/Linfen, the reason is that the 

place-feature-nrst 0 r d e ~ g  results Ui fewer feannes specifid For Chengde, only the place- 

feanire-first ordering, not the other one, is empincally adequate for the language. 

5.2 Markedness in Mandarin vowel inventories 

In Chapters 3 and 4 1 have innoduced four different types of Mandarin vowel inventories. 

These inventories differ in shape, depending on the features each vowel is specified with. 

In this section 1 discuss the implications of these vowel inventories, with respect to vowel 

markedness. 

It has been commonly argued that there is a markedness hierarchy among consonants. 

Particularl y, coronal consonants, among consonants of other places of articulation, are 

believed to be less marked (Kiparsky 1985, Avery and Rice 1988,1989, papers in Paradis 

and Runet 1991, Rose 1993, among others). "Less marked" is undentood in the sense 

that coronal consonants are more cornmon in terms of f?equency, are the targeu of 



phonological processes such as assimilation and vowel harmony, and are the 

epenthetic/default segments of the language, among other types of criteria. Assuming that 

consonants and vowels share the same bundle of place feanires, it is natural to ask if such a 

markedness hierarchy, or any markedness hierarchy, is found among vowels. 

In works such as Rose 1993, Walker 1993, and Hume 1996, a similar mYkedness pattern 

is found for vowels compared with the pattern for consonants. More spenfically, just as 

coninal consonants are believed to be less marked in cenain ways, coronal/front vowels are 

also found to be less marked cornpared with vowels of other place features. Here I give one 

example, retuming to Afar, discussed in Chapter 2. In Afar (Rose 1993), the foliowing 

vowel inventory is found. 

(15) Afar surface vowel inventory 

i u i; u : 

e O e: O: 

a x 

In the above inventory, each of the five vowels has a short and a long version. 

In Afar, front vowels and back vowels pattem asymmemcally in tems of place 

assimilation. More specifically, front vowels assimilate to back vowels of quai height. 

Based on this, Rose argued that the place features of the front vowels must be absent 

underlyingly, while the place features of the back vowels are present, as shown below. 



(16) Afar: fiont vowels unspecifïed for place features; back vowels specined for place 

Labial 

Thus the assimilation of front vowels to back vowels can be smcturaiiy viewed as front 

vowels, with a bare place node, taking on the Labial place feature node from the back 

vowels. The conclusion accordingly is that coronal vowels, [il and [el in the case of Afar, 

are less marked than labial vowels, [u] and [O] in Afar. The reader is referred to the above- 

mentioned works for similar conclusions dnwn f5om other languages, based on various 

types of evidence. 

Mile the above view basicaily agrees with the markedness pattern established for 

consonants, a different view is held by Zhang 1996, based on observations of Manchu- 

Tungus languages. In Written Manchu, the following vowel inventory is found. 

(17) Surface vowel inventory in Written Manchu (Zhang 1996) 

1 U 

P Non-low 

a 

a 3 Low 

There are two heights in the above inventory, low and non-low (within each height a 

further distinction is made by ATR/RTR). It is found that in Written Manchu differeat 

phonological processes involve different vowels. The vowel [il causes consonant 

palatahtion. However, the other two non-low vowels, which are back, do wt participate 

in any phonological processes, including labial vowel-harmony, which involves low 



vowels. Based on these panerns, Zhang concludes that among non-low vowels, the froot 

vowel should be specified with a Coronal place feature, and the back vowels left 

unspecified for place. On the other hand, among low vowels, it is found that the back 

vowel [a] is active in the phonology, tnggering labial harmony. The 0 t h  two low vowels 

are centrai vowels. Thus Zhang concludes that for low vowels, the back vowel is specified 

for a place feame Labial, and the two central vowels are unspeclned for place. Thus, the 

place feature Coronal is marked for the non-low vowel whereas the place f e a m  Labial is 

marked for the low vowel, as shown below. 

(18) Wntten Manchu: Coronal marked for non-low vowel; Labial marked for low vowel 

Labial 

The above pattern suggests that in Written Manchu, vowels at different heights are 

spemed with different place features. Thus, for Written Manchu, and for languages of the 

Manchu-Tungus group in general, there is no fixed rnarkedness hierarchy of place features, 

Le., the h e e r d y  found for languages such as Afar. 

Having inaoduced some background on the issue of vowel-place-feature rnarkedness, 1 

mm to the Mandarin languages examined in Chapters 3 and 4. Recall that there are fou. 

types of Mandarin languages discussrd in the two chaptexs. The two five-vowel inventories 

are identical in shape, though they differ in the way some of the vowels (particularly the 

vowel#') surface, so 1 mat them as one inventory here. 1 repeat k low the ihree Mandarin 

vowel inventones. 



(19) Three Mandarin vowel invent- 

b) Harbin vowel inventory: 
1 

C) Chengde vowel inventory: 

1 focus on place specifcations. As discussed in Chapter 3, in the Wuhan/Linfen inventory, 

Coronal is specified on /E/ and Labial on /O/. In otha words, both Coronal and Labial 

place features are specüied in this system. In the Harbin inventory, Cormal is spenfied on 

/E/. There is no back vowel in this system and so Labial is not specified In the Chengde 

inventory, place feanire Coronal is specified on /El and Labial is specifled on /O/. Thus like 

Wuhan and Linfen, both Coronal and Labial place feams are present in this system. 1 

summarize the above patterns. 



(20) Vowel place feature specifïcation patterns in Mandarin lanmiages 
1 I I 1 

As we see, whereas Coronal is always specified in the Mandarin vowel inventories, Labial 

varies in ternis of whether it is present phonologicdiy. It is specified in the Wuhan/Linfen 

and Chengde-type inventories, but not in the Harbin-type inventory. 

I 

Wuhanbinfen-type 

Chengde- type 
I 

Harbin- t m  

What the pattern in table (20) suggests is that for Harbin the place feanire Coronal is more 

marked than the place feature Labial, since Coronal is marked, or specified in the 

inventory, whereas Labial is not. 

5.3 Conclusions 

In this chapter I have discussed alternative approaches to the ordering of feature 

specifcation of the languages in Chapters 3 and 4, and have shown that place features need 

to be specified prior to height feames in Mandarin. 1 have also discussed the markedness 

issue arising from the Mandarin vowel inventories and have show that the place feature 

Coronal is more marked than the place feature Labial at least in one Mandarin language, 

Harbin. 

Coronai specified 

yes 

yes 

ves 

Labial qxdied 

yes 

yes 

no 



Chapter 6 Conclusions 

In this chapter I s u m d z e  the major contributions of the thesis. 

It has been long assumed in the Chinese literature that sudace vowel [Y] is the lengthened 

form of the vowel [a], motivated by the Chinese syllable structure requirement of two 

timing slou in the rime on the surface. 1 have provided lexical evidence for such an 

assumption. That is, it is found in different Mandarin languages among different lexical 

items that [a] surfaces differently in a full-tone syllable from a neutrai-tone syllable 

syllable. In a full-tone syliable, Le., Tones 1,2, 3, and 4, [a] surfaces as [Y] because a hill 

tone cm be regardai as long and thus requires a long surface fom, which is [Y]. On the 

con-, in a neutrd-tone syllable, [a] surfaces as [a] itself since a neutral tone is short in 

t h e  and so a short surface form [a] is fine in such a syiiable. 

1 have spelled out details regarding the structural constraints on place feature 

spreading/assimilation in Manduin. One constra.int is that the target should c-command the 

trigger. The second consûaint is the trigger and the truget should be adjacent to each other. 

The third consnaint concerns specifically the vowel /a/. That is, /a/ only assimilates to a 

vowel, not to a consonant, 

The Mandarin languages under smdy lend support to the feature underspecification 

approach as laid out in section 2.1 of Chapter 2. Particularly, while in Harbin-type 

languages, only the fkont vowel /E/ aco as a trigger of place assimilation, in Chengde-type 

languages, both the front vowel /E/ and the back vowel /O/ act as a trigger of place 

assimilation. These pat tems are captured by the con trastive specification approac h. In 

Harbin, only the front vowel /E/ is specified with a place feature (the back vowel ru] is 



unspecified with a place feahire) and so only /E/ acts as a eigger of assimilation. In 

Chengde, both /E/ and /O/ are specified with a place feature and so both are triggers of 

assimilation. These patterns would be difficult to explain under a different approach, say, 

fidi specincation, in which case the assixdation d e s  would have to refa to specinc place 

features (Coronal only in Harbin and Coronal and Labial in Chengde) and so is stipulative. 

My analysis predicts thai feanire activity relates to inventory shape; in a fidl specifcation 

approach th= is no necessary connection between inventay type and feahire activity. 

In the feature specification literature, different orderings of specification have been 

suggested depending on the panicular Ianguages king studied The Mandarin languages in 

this study suggest that place features need to be specified pnor to height features. FUrttier 

there is no fixed hiexarchy among place fetitures. Place feature specifcations are cietennineci 

by the requirernents of phonologicd behavior and conaasts in the language. 

The Mandarin languages have shown three types of phonological vowel inventories. We 

have seen an inventory with three phonologicd heights, with only one high and low vowel, 

but three mid vowels (fiont-central-back; the Wuhan/Linfen type). We have also seen an 

inventory with two heights, with only one low vowel, and three non-low vowels ( h t -  

central-back; the Chengde type). We have seen a third inventory with three heights, with 

only one low and high vowel, but two rnid vowels (frontcenaal; the Harbin type). These 

inventories are the results of the feature-specification procedures 1 have argued for. 

Lastly it has aiso ken argued that in Harbin the place feanue Coronal is mon mafked than 

the place feature Labial since Coronal is always specified in the system whaeas Labial is 

not. T h i s  lends support to Zhang's 1996 conclusion that Labial is an unmarked vowel place 

feam,  at least for languages wiihin China. 
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Appendix 1: Summary of consaaints in Mandarin languages 

A. Common constraints to Mandarin languages 

(1) Constra.int on dornain of spreading: The target c-commands the trigger. 

(see (40) of Chapter 3) 

(2) Constraint on locality in assimilation: 

(see (17) of Chapter 3) 

(3) Strucniral consm.int on assunilarion of /a/: hl assimilates to an adjacent vowel (minor 

image): 

(see (37) of Chapter 3) 

(4) Constra.int on the application of the default nile High: 

The default d e  insemng High appiies to a nuclear vowel only if it is shgly linked 

with a place feannr. 

(see (57) of Chapter 3) 



(5) 08 constraint against complex segment *[PT (at both underlying and d a c e  levels): 

C-piace 
A 

/' 
IA bial La bi 

Domain: segment 

(see (1 1) of Chapter 3) 

(6) Structural complexity consaaint (see (13) and (70) of Chapter 3): 

(7) Consuaifit against two underlying identical vowel sequemes: * ~ / V ~ - V I / ~  

(see (54) of Chapter 3) 

(8) Constra.int against two surface high vowels sequence: *a@-high]= 

(see (5 1) of Chapter 3) 

Particular constraints in Mandarin langages: 

(1) Rule ordering in Chengde: Coronal sp~ading applies befm haal s-g. 

(see section 4.1.3.1 of  Chapter 4) 



(2) 08 coastrâint against two adjacent Coronal segments in rime in Linfen, Qiengde, and 

Harbin (not in Wuhan; evidence from r-suffixation) 
1 X Y 

Rt Rt 

(see section 3.2.3.3 of Chapter 3) 



Appendix 2: Tables of Wuhan, Linfen, Harbin, and Chengde 
(In each table the heading column and the heading mw are underlying f m s .  The nst of the table are surface f m . )  

Wuhan 















Table 4 Svliables headed bv consonants with both ~alatalizaticm and labialization 







- 
% - 
@ 
c - 
n 

w s 
4- - 
R 
€ 

ni- - 
R 
€ 
s - 
œ 

w 
s! 
2. - 

m 

w 
€ 

0' 
a - 
R 
E 
ai- 
H 
I 

w 
E 
$ - 
w 

B - 

w 

ld 
'Z 

œ 

- 
- 
a 
O 
di- - 
- 
a 
C 
a - 

œ 

a 
4 
Pa- 
L. 

M 

œ 

u 
4 
6 
3 
I 

a 
4 

O 
B 
œ 

a 
4 

ni- 
3 - 
Ict 
4 

B- 
u 













The foffowing map shows the five subgroups of Mandarin. Each Ianguage included in the 

study is indicated. In panicular, the four languages, Wuhan, Linfen, Chengde. and Harbin, 

are shown in box. 






